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Guest editorial

See no UFOs, Hear no UFOs, Speak no UFOs:
A million little accumulated choices reflect our true essence
Commentary on JAR 4 Editorial

Decades past, I, a Lab tech at KC Waterworks,
a fellow employee had just come from Ann Arbor,
Michigan during the great “swamp gas” episode—
April ‘66—and he told me a funny, sad story.
The height of the flap, that region, early summer evening, a neighbor lady is out in her front
yard, mowing grass. Suddenly, several people began hollering, “Look! Look! It’s a UFO!” as two
diamond-shapes flew by at low altitude.
This neighbor took one hard look at the objects, which did little zig-zags, put her head toward
the ground and with resolute, determined steps,
hurried inside her house as she said, over and over,

“I don’t see anything, I don’t see it, I don’t,” and
she slammed her door going inside.
Tragedy and comedy commingle in the willful avoidance of the United States’ and many other
countries’ populations. For I believe a determined,
collectively aroused population would be irresistible. It would have organized such facts no government could stand the scrutiny resulting.
Example, if a major UFO organization petitioned on a large, large scale, billionaires over
and over until real money began to build real truthgathering and telling tools, then . . .
Such a robust effort as several dozen well-
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paid, equipped teams would be roaming Texas day and night
with time-correlated stamped pairs of high definition camcorders, telephoto lenses, motion stabilized platforms, low
light amplifiers.
Theirs would be video not easily faked and without
millions of dollars of expenditure. Videos of such power
and majesty it would likely result in key insiders deciding it
is time to call a truce with Truth itself.
The three “See nothing, Hear nothing, and Speak nothing” monkeys are joined by a fourth monkey with his hands
under posterior saying, “For Simon’s sake, don’t do anything! Maybe they’ll go away.”  
So, nothing has changed in decades. Slight glacial
drift, but the fundamental rot, basic corruption of a system
that depends on an informed and self-informing electorate,
has deepened and widened into a mass pathology of towering denial and “know nothingness.”
We, citizens of the United States, pretend we have
a Republic and our public service folk pretend to inform
and consult and listen with high attention and respect. A
Diabolical Quid Pro Quo, that reminds one of some bird
species with head in a pile of dirt and sand and their assumptions sticking skyward.
This pathology will change the day real numbers of
people demand a different government and not indulge every possible artful dodge. I have neighbors who never miss
a multi television hour blend of febrile, twisted humor, or
episodes of adolescent locker rooms on television, yet will
not open a single book on UFOs or deal with a reality of
those who are taken and returned, leaving abductees with
few options.
Most have no time for those who have been abducted,
in a “Couldn’t have happened, “ or “We don’t have time for
this disturbing stuff,” but do have time for great continuous
swaths of every form of fake “reality” show, or tired, stale
sitcom around.
Increasingly, it seems, whether a nation, or a single
person, a million little choices add up to a mirror that reflects our true essence. Your JAR 4 editorial a reminder of
the great change that will be demanded as the walls surrounding the secrecy archipelago crumble.
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—Vince White

An important new book explains, interprets
the alien presence!
Canadian experiencer and author Jim Moroney is Dir.,
Alberta UFO Study Group and UFO researcher for
more than 20 years. The New Bridge answers burning
questions: Why are the Visitors here? How should we
respond?
Says Jim, “Our collective actions have taken humanity to the
brink of global disaster and made a rapid intervention necessary. . .the Visitors are here to help us through this crisis.”
“ We must tell our Governments we’ve had
it with this lack of answers. We demand to
be told the truth! — everything known to date
about the UFO presence.”

Exempt from Disclosure,
Revised Edition, 2008
Includes new material!

By Robert Collins & Richard Doty
“A great source. . .History Channel based the 3D models
of the underground vaults in UFO Files on the drawings
and info in this book. We featured only this book as a
‘currently available reference.’”
--M.D. Tudahl
Producer, UFO Files, History Channel
“Capt. Collins captivates. . .”
--Marilyn Ruben
UFO researcher www.abduct.com
“. . .a remarkable account. . .”
--Robert Morningstar
Publisher, UFO Digest
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Letters to the Editor

After reading the Editorial in JAR 4, “For the
time being, that’s the way it is,” about the human
reluctance among many to venture beyond disbelief, I
was prompted to subscribe.
That loathing fear of the general populace is not
innate to mankind. It is acquired. The psychic blocking mechanism behind it can be removed.
An indication of that is found in the pursuit
to grasp reverse speech when we discover reverse
speech expression is represented in metaphors from
classic myths common to all cultures. But these
‘myths’ are frozen in time to a period we associate
with wars of conquest in which even the gods participated.
Taking at look at how the science fiction of
the west today reaffirms such garbage, even though
it is preposterous to consider star travel folk would
behave in the Indians and cowboys fashion they are
depicted, we have to acknowledge that our most primordial of fears are being appealed to in a way that is
ruinous to our facing contact.
James Horak, USA

I’m very glad to be receiving each new issue
of JAR. Please don’t give up your good work! And
it’s admirable your policy is to include articles from
differing points of view. This field has suffered in the
past from too much fragmentation into narrow, separating, ideologies.
Paul Brett, Massachusetts
Read the editorial in JAR 4, “The way it is. . .”
Apparently the Editors agree with me, as I have long
pointed out that the root problem here is what I call
the “self cover up.” UFOs is a subject no one really
wants to know is real because it is too “all powerful.”
The “True UFO,” or Alien Flying Craft (AFC) will affect many (if not almost all) facets of human life. The
desire to have these “go away” results in what I call
the “self-cover up” as evidenced by the reaction of the
roommate. UFOs are Real, so if you are told there is
one in the sky. . .don’t look!
Bruce Maccabee, PhD, Maryland

JAR Apologizes

JAR apologizes to ufologists John Lear, Budd Hopkins, Dave Jacobs, Derrel Sims and John Grace
(“Val Valerian”) for a paragraph including their names which appeared in JAR 2 in the article “Findings
about the real Star Visitors. . . ,” by Richard Boylan.
The paragraph insults the named individuals and impugns their integrity and should not have been
included in the article. Elaine Douglass, JAR board editor, should have removed the paragraph. It is not
the policy of JAR to print gratuitous attacks on the reputations of ufologists. Elaine Douglass apologizes
to the persons named.

Write for JAR!

JAR’s Board of Editors invites all members of the UFO community
to write for the magazine. JAR will publish all cogently argued
points of view concerning the nature and activities of the UFO
intelligences and their impact on the human race.
Contact any JAR board editor.

Subscribe to JAR!
@$20/yr.

Receive four quarterly email issues of JAR.
Subscribe Now — Send $20 check or MO (US$) made out to “JAR” to:
John Carpenter
PO Box 14517
Springfield, MO 65814-0517
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Report on alien abductions and the Thought
Screen Helmet by inventor Michael Menkin
mmenkin@hotmail.com

ABSTRACT  Can a hat lined with the industrial anti-static material Velostat block the
electromagnetic signals aliens are apparently beaming into the brains of abductees?
Michael Menkin has invented the Thought Screen Helmet to prevent alien abduction,
and he provides the Helmet free to abductees willing to wear it.
“It’s the worst thing that’s happened to the human
race,” says an abductee I know. “It’s an alien invasion.”
He was referring to a phenomenon which started around
1890—the taking of human beings by aliens from space.
From what qualified investigators such as Prof. David
Jacobs have found, there is a race of aliens from a distant
planet, with advanced technology and the ability to control
human minds, which has found its way to the earth and is
preying on our race.
From what we have been able to learn, the aliens are
taking both men and women and using their reproductive
materials, eggs from women and sperm from men, to make
a new race which retains key alien mental characteristics
and is able to live on our planet among us.
This process is clandestine. The aliens do it in secret
and are able to erase the short-term memories of abduct-

Aliens from a distant planet have
found their way to earth and are
preying on our race.

ees. Most remember little of what transpires during their
encounters. The aliens are doing this all over the world.
It appears the aliens plan some final event, at which
time they will dominate and control all of the human race.
That is why I invented the Thought Screen Helmet—to give
abductees a way to protect themselves against being taken
by aliens.
Threat to the human race
The survival of our race on this planet depends on
how we deal with this phenomenon. Can we effectively
combat alien activity? Since there are many, many abductions taking place worldwide, it is plain that so far the human race has had little success in stopping the aliens. The
Thought Screen Helmet is my small contribution to solving
a very big problem.

Dealing with the abductions and the alien presence
has been made more difficult because all the governments
of the world, with the exception of Belgium, are hiding it.
Since alien activity is seen all over the world in the form
of UFOs and as encounters on the ground, all governments
must be aware of this activity, but to what extent they are
aware we really don’t know.
Our knowledge of alien activities is confounded by
investigators who may be confused, who may have wishes
of what they would like aliens to be, and by those who pro-

The Thought Screen Helmet
gives abductees a way to protect themselves against being
taken by aliens.

vide misleading or false reports for monetary gain. There
are many varieties of investigators in the UFO community.
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(Click here to continue on page 13)

Accepting the weirdness coming through
dimensional openings: Hunt for the Skinwalker
John Carpenter, MSW, LCSW
pulls it all together
Carpenter2655@aol.com

As a boy I was fascinated by reports that ordinary people were possibly encountering real flying saucers and little
beings from other worlds. It impressed me that the incidents were written like newspaper reports—serious, with interesting details!
Through the years I followed these occasional headlines or magazine articles, trying to accumulate knowledge on
this incredible subject, always hoping for more clues about who they are and what they are doing. I hoped, like most
people, for simple answers and interesting details.
Little did I know the phenomena reported by the newspapers were the tip of the proverbial iceberg! Nor did I realize there is not any simple answer and the details
are mind-bending and bizarre—beyond science
fiction.
Hunt for the Skinwalker describes scientists’
efforts to document supernatural events on a
I hoped to figure it out
When I became a UFO researcher in 1988,
remote ranch in a beautiful section of Utah.
I was already a psychiatric therapist and hypnotist. I was determined to collect data in a factual,
non-judgmental fashion so I could clearly see
what people were claiming to experience. I also knew—due to my training in mental health—that I should be able to spot
mental disturbances or attention-seeking behavior.
I hoped that by getting all the details, and not just what would be written about in books, that I might get a fresh
look at the information and be able to draw my own conclusions from the raw data. And of course, as a counselor, I
would be there, emotionally, for my clients.
Plenty of weirdness
As people began to learn of my research and trust me, they told me about incidents they did not want to share with
anyone else, and in some cases had not discussed for as many as 40 years. It was amazing how much “weirdness” they
had had to suppress because they live in a world that would laugh at their encounters. They were relieved that somebody—especially a professional—would listen
and seriously consider what they had experienced
and suffered, physically, emotionally, and spirituIt became clear to the scientific team an
ally. And it was not just flying saucers and little
omniscient presence was in control of the
green men!
strange events, and if anybody was being
Some data doesn’t fit
studied and manipulated, it was the researchLike other researchers, I found myself
ers! Despite their clever efforts and scientifcollecting “weird data” I did not expect or know
ic instrumentation, the phenomena presented
what to do with. Sometimes I felt a strong desire
itself at will and in a clever, calculated, and
to toss the absurd stuff, figuring it couldn’t poschilling fashion.
sibly pertain to the UFO field. But what is “too
weird” when it comes to the UFO field? Where
do we draw the line?
The line is drawn according to a researcher’s beliefs and comfort level. I tried very hard to never draw that line and throw nothing out, and it was very difficult.
Researchers get excited when patterns begin developing in data, when matches and similarities occur repeatedly. It must
mean something! But what? Some of the patterns we did not want to see.
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(Click here to continue on page 9)

Is Bill Holden a free man?

By Elaine Douglass, MS.
edouglass@preciscom.net

ABSTRACT This article explores the evidence, direct and indirect, that abductee and insider witness
Bill Holden may have been the unwitting subject of secret government psychological experimentation
while he was in the Air Force.
The author is grateful for the assistance of
C.B. Scott Jones, Bill Holden, Bob Brown, Bill
Ryan, Grant Cameron, Bob Dean, Melinda
Leslie and Bruce Maccabee in preparation of
this article.

the events, neither of these men knew they were abductees.
Evidently the US government did know, though, and that is
important.
In my article on Kevin Marks, I suggested the reason
the government put a non-human in front of him was as a
test or experiment to see how an abductee would react to
such an event. Likewise for Bill Holden, but Holden’s case
may represent a longer-term and more complex experiment.

Two times in 1966, while Bill Holden was serving
in the Air Force, the US government took him places and
showed him aliens and alien craft and humans fraternizing
US interest in abductees
with aliens at military facilities. Bill was not told in adBill Ryan put me
vance these things were
in touch with Holden,
going to happen, and he
and I interviewed him
was not given any exBill Holden was in the Air Force for 15
three times by telephone
planation afterward why
in the winter of 07-08.
they had happened.
years, an abductee, near at hand, availHe is a very nice man,
Later, in 1971,
able for experimentation. . .
and I believe truthful in
Bill reported to his
all he told me. As I look
commanding officer that
at this case, two things
he had been abducted
stand out: the government’s blatant actions, and Bill’s
by aliens. The Air Force responded to this information in
incurious response.
a nonchalant manner and gave Bill information on other
Comparing the case of Bill Holden with that of
abductions of military personnel.
Kevin Marks, from what I know about Kevin the only time
Bill left the Air Force in 1977, and although he said
the US government exploited him was when Kevin, at his
nothing publicly or privately about the UFO events which
own initiative, applied for a job at the CIA and somebody
occurred while he was in the service, in 1995 Laurance
decided it would be fun if Kevin was given a lie detector
Rockefeller invited Bill Holden to a private gathering to
test by a hybrid. Following that apparently opportunistic
describe these events.
event, the government seems to have had no further interest
After that, Bill began to speak publicly. He came to
in Kevin and abandoned him to the tender mercies of the
the attention of Bill Ryan and Kerry Cassidy who present
aliens.
a June 2007 interview
By contrast, Bill
with Bill on their webHolden was in the Air
site www.projectcamSummer 1966 is the first time the govForce for 15 years, an
elot.org.
ernment went out of its way to show
abductee, near at hand,
Bill Holden aliens and alien aircraft.
available for experimenAnother experiment
tation over a long period
on an abductee
of time. Since we know
I got interested in
the US government
Holden because his case
knows who at least some of the abductees are, the governreminded me of Kevin Marks, whom I wrote about in JAR
3 and JAR 4 in the article, “Don’t go for an interview at the ment might have known that about Bill Holden even before
he joined the Air Force. Or, they might have discovered it
CIA. . .” Kevin Marks is another person the government
when he joined.1
showed aliens to without any explanation why they did it.
MILAB investigators, such as Melinda Leslie2
Both Kevin and Bill are abductees; probably that is
and Katharina Wilson,3 tell us the US government has a
a clue. I don’t know how important it is that at the time of
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(Click here to continue on page 25)

Don’t believe it!

By Elaine Bickle
voicesechoes@yahoo.coml

Wait! Give me a chance to explain before someone blows a gasket!
I am a geologist and a biologist. I have been investigating what are termed “paranormal” events for over
40 years. By the time I was a teenager, I had experienced so many “paranormal” events the investigations became necessary for my sanity.
Before we go farther, I need to make some definitions. I’ve seen people argue for hours only to find out
later they were using two different definitions for the same word.
SCIENCE The orderly investigation of the evidence of
at me and shouted, “There she is!” The man took one look
phenomena.
at me and shouted, “That’s not my wife!” and stomped off.
SCIENTIST The person who conducts the investigation
I stood there waiting for an apology. One of the
of the evidence.
women shook her fist in my face and screamed, “You may
SKEPTIC The person who makes a decision only after
have fooled him, but you didn’t fool us!”
examining the evidence.
Those women were “believers” and quite clinically
ORTHODOXY This can’t happen, so it isn’t happening.
insane. (I use the word “believe” in the above context and
The evidence is not examined.
not in any religious context.)
ORTHODOXIST The person who shouts that something
I’ve written books and given numerous lectures about
isn’t happening, but doesn’t examine the evidence.
my experiences and my research. The first question readers
TO BELIEVE To Believe in something implies one is do- usually ask me is what was my most frightening experiing so simply because one wants things to be that way. The ence. I’ve had many, but I’ll pick this one to make a point.
person disregards all evidence.
The point being that having a “plan” can help you through
BELIEVER I want things to be this way, so they are—re- these events more than you know! A plan will give you
gardless of the evidence.
something to hang on
DEBUNKER I want
to. It will make you feel
things to be this way, so
less helpless. Children
One morning I pulled up my nightgown and
they are—regardless of
especially need a plan.
got the fright of my life! A piece of adipose
the evidence.
I’ve seen many
tissue
was
hanging
from
my
very
red
and
PARANORMAL
times that a child is less
swollen navel.
EVENTS Physics we
frightened if she or he
don’t yet understand.
is instructed what to do
SUPERNATURAL
in emergency situations.
EVENTS Physics we
I’ve also heard many
don’t yet understand. Remember Arthur C. Clarke’s famous psychologists specializing in abduction advise to never tell
statement, “Any science sufficiently advanced will appear
the child it was all a dream unless the child thinks it is a
as magic.”
dream. I’m not fond of children, but I get mad when I see
CLINICAL INSANITY When a person does not change
adults treating children as something less than intelligent.
her or his views when presented with proof of the opposite. They know when they are awake or not!
One morning I woke up and felt the way the Wicked
EXAMPLE If you tell someone you have seen
Witch felt under that house! When I tried to move, my midBigfoot and she or he rolls her or his eyes and walks off,
section was stiff and painful. I pulled up my gown and got
that person is not a scientist or a skeptic. That person is an
the fright of my life! There was a piece of adipose tissue
orthodoxist and debunker.
hanging from my very red and swollen navel!
EXAMPLE I once had two students who were conAdipose tissue is composed of fat cells and is supvinced I was only 28 and had run off and left my husband
posed to be under one’s skin. The only way for it to get
with three little babies. I was nearly 50 at the time and if I
above the skin is through a surgical procedure. I tried not to
had gotten married and popped out three babies, I think I
panic. This wasn’t the first time I had awakened to frightenwould have noticed!
ing conditions!
They stalked me for a while and I decided to go to
I sterilized a pair of tweezers and got a sterile gauze
the Dean of Students. When I left my office building, they
pad. I put the tissue in the gauze. Then I gave myself a very
were standing outside with a man. They literally threw him
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(Click here to continue on page 12)

(Continued from page 6)

was being studied and manipulated, it was probably the
How do we tell the public?
team of researchers!
For example, who would believe us if we reported
Despite clever efforts and scientific instrumentathat six-foot Praying Mantis beings are common from
tion, the phenomena presented itself at will and in a clever,
Australia to America to Europe? And who would believe
calculated, and chilling fashion. This amazing form of a
the thousands of bizarre cattle mutilations might be related
supernatural cat and mouse chase left researchers with the
to alien intrusions? Or that reports of Bigfoot, or a nasty
same frustration ordinary witnesses have been trying to
Reptilian race of Lizard Men is also connected to UFOs?
convey to a disbelieving public for years. It is especially
Soon the public will expect Elvis to be coming back on the
interesting to me that so many forms of “weirdness” were
next saucer!
all in one place.
When the most basic and credible UFO data is still
Skinwalker leads to a broader understanding of how
being tossed out by many uninformed and disbelieving
seemingly unrelated phenomena could be sharing a similar
humans, it is easier and “safer” to NOT believe. It is easier
method of entry into our
and safer to not disrupt
world!
our world by such
Before arriving
impossible weirdness.
An Invisible presence divided cattle herds
at some fascinating
Well, it isn’t going away.
and stampeded them in two directions,
deductions, let’s take
But—how do we share
roared
with
a
thunderous
noise,
chased
ania look at the various
with the general public
mals into a panic, ripped surveillance equiptypes of extraordinary
the truth about all the
encounters occurring on
weirdness?
ment apart while nothing appeared on videothis Utah ranch and the
tape.
surrounding terrain.
Hunt for the Skinwalker
1. Floating,
One book pulls it
basketball-size, blue spheres—which seemed to contain a
together for me: Hunt for the Skinwalker by Colm Keller
luminous, swirling liquid. The blue spheres flew purposeand George Knapp (2005) takes an honest look at all
fully and intelligently, and reacted to people and animals
this weirdness. An assembled team of top scientists runs
in the environment. Humans described a telepathic preshead-on into a multitude of bizarre experiences that are all
ence—sometimes creating intense fear or a sense of “being
around us, whether we like it or not. Their reports, from
highly trained specialists using the best equipment, resourc- watched.” The spheres reacted to thoughts, movements,
and spoken words.
es, and scientific thinking in our country, are exactly like
They taunted or
what so many ordinary
teased animals, crepeople have been trying
ated stampedes, and on
to tell us for decades.
Kicking and beating this six-foot tall “wolf”
one occasion, lured the
Having met this
with a baseball bat phased it not at all.
ranch owner’s three fascientific team in 1995,
Nor did three shots from a .357 magnum gun
vorite hunting dogs into
I can tell you that two
at close range bring any blood, injury, or rethe woods where they
members were astroaction.
were later found incinnauts who walked on the
erated in three circles of
Moon. That is a high
scorched ground. There
level of credibility indeed! And they experienced and debated the existence and was no doubt the blue spheres were under intelligent connature of all of the same “weirdness” with very little resolu- trol, and they were ominous and terrifying to humans.
tion and no definitive terrestrial explanation for any of it.
2. Unidentified flying objects—of all kinds: classic
disc-shaped saucers; dark, triangular, slow-moving, silent
The researchers were manipulated
Hunt for the Skinwalker describes the efforts to docu- craft; and a “floating RV” with searchlights.
ment supernatural events on a remote ranch in a beautiful
3. Unusually large creatures—from a six-foot high
section of Utah and analyze these events properly through
grey wolf, to 800-pound Bigfoots, to massive, 400-pound,
scientific procedures. By the end of the research it became
dog-like beasts. These creatures were impervious to bullets
clear to the scientific team that an omniscient presence and
energy was in control of the strange events, and if anybody
(Click here to continue on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

and shotgun shells and vanished into thin air while in plain
sight. Despite the incredible disappearing acts, fresh tracks
could be found right up to the vanishing points.
On one occasion, the rancher’s family stroked the
extraordinary wolf like a friendly stray dog. But, in a flash,
it leaped to grab the head of a 300-lb calf with its powerful wolf jaws. Kicking and beating this six-foot tall “wolf”
with a baseball bat phased it not at all.
Nor did three shots from a .357 magnum gun at close
range bring any blood, injury, or reaction. A fourth shot

6. Cattle mutilations—livestock found with bloodless, surgical incisions, attacked and killed during snowstorms or in broad daylight, sometimes just minutes after
the cattle were last observed. Organs were cleanly removed
with surgical precision while nothing was seen entering or
leaving the pastures.
7. Men in Black—Very tall, dark figures in black
suits were seen, one in a black Cadillac, highly unusual in
rural Utah.

9. “Openings”—in the sky, air, and ground
through
which creatures, craft, and humanoid
Two scientists watched with night vision
beings seemed to enter and depart in the blink
equipment as a “tunnel of pale yellow light”
of an eye. On one occasion scientists watched a
expanded to allow a 400-lb humanoid to pull
Bigfoot creature run at top speed across the teritself up and into our world!
rain as if being chased by some invisible predator.
As it ran, the creature disappeared; it seemed to
slip through an invisible doorway.
One evening, an orange glow in the sky become an
directly into the heart only caused the huge wolf to calmly
“opening” through which observers saw blue sky. As they
back away, seemingly unconcerned.
watched, a disc-shaped craft flew out of that “other sky”
Next, two thunderous shotgun blasts slammed into
at high speed into the Utah night sky. This “open rift” in
the wolf’s body, causing a sizeable chunk of flesh to exit
our sky appeared quite often. On yet another occasion two
the wound. Yet the wolf calmly walked off, apparently
scientists watched with night vision equipment as a “tunnel
unaffected. With the rancher and his son giving chase, the
of pale yellow light” expanded to allow a 400-lb humanoid
wolf loped off but vanished into thin air as they closed in
to pull itself up and into our world!
on it.
9. Orbs of Light—other than the blue spheres which
4. Displacements—Objects (often very heavy) vanflew intelligently and seem purposeful. An example is
ished and reappeared later in different locations. The most
bizarre was the silent relocation of four 2,000-lb bulls from small red golf-ball size orbs that harassed animals on the
ranch.
a closed corral into a locked trailer in less than an hour’s
time. The four bulls were unbelievably crammed
into this trailer whose lock had not been opened in
years. They appeared to be in a trance-like stupor
Phenomena seemed to appear and disappear
until they “awoke”—at which point they panicked
through “invisible doorways” or openings from
and destroyed the trailer.
one dimension into another.
On another occasion three boys spent hours
moving 200 large metal poles from one location
to another. Later that day, all 200 poles were suddenly back in their original location—much to the
boys’ shock and dismay! In another incident the rancher’s
10. Ground Traces—Scientists found scorched
70-lb post-hole digger disappeared for days, finally reapcircles
on the ground and deep impressions seemingly left
pearing 20 feet up in a tree
by a heavy craft or equipment.
5. An Invisible presence—which divided cattle
All this on one ranch
herds and stampeded them in two directions, roared with
Perhaps you have read about or experienced some
a thunderous noise, chased animals into a panic, ripped
of the supernatural events listed above, but, amazingly,
surveillance equipment apart while nothing appeared on
all these phenomena were encountered by the team of
videotape, and hovered so near to people they could smell
scientists at one location, the Gorman ranch in Utah. What
an animal-like odor. Sometimes a big shadow was seen; at
other times a translucent, half-visible blurry shape.
(Click here to continue on page 11)
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“Joplin Spook Light,” or “the campfire in the sky,” it has
gets my attention is that each type of phenomena seemed
been appearing since the 1800s and can best be seen from
to appear and disappear through “invisible doorways” or
only one location. If one travels under it, to either side of
openings from one dimension into another. Are diverse
and seemingly unrelated phenomena simply using the same it, or above it, by helicopter, the “campfire” cannot be seen.
Missourian Ted Phillips, noted UFO researcher and
kind of dimensional openings to enter and exit our world?
former assistant to Dr. J.
Our world is
Allen Hynek, says, “It
the dimension we can
is like you are lookvisibly see with our
Are diverse and seemingly unrelated phenoming into a doorway to
human eyes, but it is
ena using the same kind of dimensional openanother dimension.”
not the total of all that
ings to enter and exit our world?
Ted has researched the
could be seen around us.
strange Missouri light
The proximity of other
dimensions perhaps suggests that UFOs do not, in fact, travel great distances across
the universe to get to earth. Not to sound Star-Trekky, but
perhaps the UFOs take a wormhole, make a dimensional
leap—and, they’re here! Everybody will take a short-cut if
they can find one!
Even in Missouri
Not far from where I live in Missouri a strange
light appears fairly regularly in the sky. Known as the
John Carpenter
obtained a Bachelors of
Arts degree in Psychology
from DePauw University,
Greencastle, Indiana, and a
master’s degree in Social Work
from Washington University,
St. Louis, Missouri. He has
had advanced training in Clinical Hypnosis in order to
practice as a psychiatric therapist and hypnotherapist in
Branson, Missouri. For nearly 20 years he has counseled
people in Southwest Missouri for every kind of emotional
problem imaginable. His life-long curiosity in UFOs led
to his volunteering his services for over 120 cases of
possible UFO abduction.
Using clever interviewing and thorough hypnotic
investigation, he has collected amazing patterns of data
which clearly depict a consistent and coherent scenario
of extraterrestrial contact. He presented six papers at
the prestigious MIT Abduction Study Conference in
Boston in 1992. His published papers have brought him
international recognition and speaking invitations on
five continents. He has presented at conferences from
Australia to England, on national and international radio,
television, and film documentaries. He has created and
produced seven research videotapes since 1996.

and filmed it extensively for more than 40 years. The light
usually appears in the same location in the sky, and balls of
light and craft have been seen to fly down from it. Above is
a photo of objects emerging from the light source in the sky
over Missouri.
A doorway to the beyond?
Certainly, many strange things are being witnessed—
and have been for centuries—and the phenomena are
varied and often seem unrelated. The idea of dimensional
openings ties many of these diverse events together; the
phenomena seem to share common openings between
dimensions. Now high-level scientists have found the same
perplexing and astounding events first-hand, in the field,
before their very eyes.
Hunt for the Skinwalker is a wonderful example of
science finally taking an educated look at the weirdness.
The irony is the scientists learned very little, and it seems
they themselves were being watched, and experimented
with, repeatedly, for the amusement of some omniscient,
sometimes arrogant, intelligence. We may indeed be the ant
farm after all.
When humans learn to crawl out of the dimensional holes
that lead to our own ant farm, then we, too, might experience a larger world around us.
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thorough examination, with the help of a mirror. I had no
incisions on me anywhere. I had no inflammation on any
part of my body except my navel. I had not handled any
raw meat in days and I take a shower every night before
bed. I think I would have noticed a piece of fat hanging
from my navel.
I took the sample to the lab at the college where I lectured and prepared it. It was human! Today, any crime lab
could take cells from me and match the DNA to the fat and

to be a nonhuman bipedal species. If this happens to you,
try and get something under your fingernails or a piece of
cloth, anything you can get as evidence. REMEMBER!
There are regular humans trying to convince other humans
they are aliens!
Get a plan! Gather evidence! Make informed decisions! Don’t just Believe!
© 2008 DE Bickle. All rights reserved, domestic, foreign
and off-planet.

Gather evidence. Don’t
just “believe.”

About Elaine Bickle

confirm whether or not it was mine. That wasn’t possible
with the lab facilities available to me at the time.
Believers would have been screaming “Aliens!” the
minute they woke up.
I’m a scientist and skeptic. I went through the procedure before making the decision anything unusual had
happened. I can now state with certainty that a surgical
procedure was done on me without my knowledge or consent. Was it aliens? I have no evidence one way or another.
I can’t state and will probably never be able to state who
did it.
After 40 years of research, I can state that “believers”
are as damaging to the reputation of paranormal investigation as the “debunkers” are. They are two sides of the same
coin.
If you are experiencing paranormal events and a
reputable investigator questions you, having a list of facts
and facts only, accompanied by relevant information, will
lend credence to your story. Running around wringing your
hands and screaming, “Aliens!” will not impress a legitimate investigator.
I know many of you have actually seen what appears

I was born and raised in Arkansas.
I have a double BS in biology/
geology and a Masters in science
education from the Univ. of
Arkansas at Little Rock. I also took a
graduate program in extraterrestrial
planetology. I have written two
books on the paranormal: Voices
or Echoes? is an account of the
unexplained events in my life and my attempts to explain
them. Dangerous Trespassers is a research book on
paranormal research books, a geologist’s viewpoint on
more than 100 books and documentaries on paranormal
issues. These books are available from me on CD @ $10
each. My life has been so full of “unexplained” events
that I became a paranormal investigator simply to try
and explain my own life. I “knew” of Greys and human
experiments in the decade before Betty and Barney Hill.
I can be reached at voicesechoes@yahoo.com.

(Click to return to Contents)

Write for JAR!

JAR’s Board of Editors invites all members of the UFO community
to write for the magazine. JAR will publish all cogently argued
points of view concerning the nature and activities of the UFO
intelligences and their impact on the human race.
Contact any JAR board editor.
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Science is vital to ufology
Alien technology obeys physical laws
My approach to the problem is to try to use science
The aliens have immense powers of the mind. That
to understand and combat alien intrusions. When dealing
is where they are most advanced, baffle many investigators
with aliens, it is easy
and abductees, and cause
to become confused
doubt in the minds of
by fantasy and fiction.
people with no knowlMy approach to alien activities is there is
For example, the word
edge of aliens. Prof.
nothing magical or paranormal about what
“shape shifter.” That is a
David Jacobs explains
they do. Ohm’s law for us is Ohm’s law for
Hollywood writer’s conalien telepathic and other
the aliens.
cocted term, used on Star
mental abilities in detail
Trek. It has no place in
on his website, www.
science, yet some invesufoabduction.com
tigators use it in an attempt to explain what is happening.
It is likely the aliens travel great astronomical
distances in short times, but they still must obey the physiI have been working with abductees since 1998, and
cal laws of nature. Ohm’s law for us is Ohm’s law for the
not one has reported seeing any kind of alien change its
aliens. The law does not change, no matter who uses it.
shape. So let’s separate ourselves from fiction and use science and valid scientific terms.
Just because the scientific community has turned
its back to UFOs and alien abductions does not mean we
should ignore science in UFO research. Jacques and Janine
Vallee’s book, Challenge to Science: the UFO Enigma, addresses the failure of science to deal with the UFO phenomena. Science is a vital tool and there are many examples
in history of people who have used science to successfully
deal with the unknown and make sense of the world around
them.
One of my favorite scientists is Antoine Lavoisier
[1743-1794], known as ‘the father of chemistry.’ He
studied real events in substances and elements. Lavoiser
debunked the myth water could turn into earth. He gave
us the theory of the conservation of matter—one of the
foundations for our understanding of our universe. He also
Alien abductee from Austria
demonstrated that elements could not transmute into other
elements.
wearing a Thought Screen
Another example is my favorite doctor, Jean-Martin
Helmet she made from
Charcot [1825-1893]. He was the first to distinguish
directions on the web site.
mental disorders caused by emotion from those caused by
physical impairment. His studies and demonstrations of
hysteria laid the foundaThe effectiveness of my
tion for Freud’s work
invention, the Thought
“Thought screens up, men. We’re going in
and for modern psyScreen Helmet, proves
to attack!” is found throughout Doc Smith’s
chiatry and psychology.
alien technology obeys
He also showed that
physical laws. The
“Gray Lensman” science fiction novels.
Multiple Sclerosis is a
Helmet uses Velostat, a
neurological, and not a
carbonized plastic which
psychological, disease.
blocks alien telepathic
So let’s retain the vision and clear-headed attitude of
communication.
the word’s great scientists in dealing with the greatest threat
to the human race. My approach to alien activities is there
Science fiction can be good
is nothing magical or paranormal about what they do.
I said above we should not use science fiction terms
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we refer it back to some greater unknown factor.
to try to explain things about the aliens we do not understand. On the other hand, science fiction can prepare our
Which brings me to another author about telepathy,
minds to accept the reality of the aliens, and it can also
the
science
fiction writer, EE “Doc” Smith, who had a PhD
stimulate us to think outside the box when it comes to
in chemistry. All of Doc Smith’s “Gray Lensman” novels
inventing things.
That is what happened to me, starting with my child- were full of telepathy—telepathic encounters, mind control,
telepathic people, the use of telepathy as a weapon. One of
hood experience of science fiction. My father, Lawrence
Menkin, created the first science fiction show for television Smith’s favorite lines of dialogue is, “Thought screens up,
men. We’re going in to attack!” It can be found throughout
in 1949, “Captain Video.” It ran from 1949 to 1956.
his science fiction series.
At that time, both my father and I were interested in
To combat telepathy and telepathic control by the
UFOs and read books on them. I still have my 1955 copy
of Flying Saucers Uncensored by Harold T. Wilkins, and an villains, Smith had his hero, Kinnison, wear a “thought
screen.” This idea has a tremendous impact on me. From
autographed copy of George Adamski’s 1955 book, Inside
Smith’s novels I dethe Space Ships. My
veloped a real thought
father got Mr. Adamski
screen. I developed a
to autograph it for me.
real thought screen from
A number of reputable
Velostat is a material which scrambles any
a combination of scienufologists, including
electrical transmission which passes through
Timothy Good, author
it. I believe the Thought Screen Helmet works tific observation and a
fictional idea.
of Above Top Secret, bebecause the Velostat scrambles the telepathic
lieve Adamski’s photos
signals being transmitted by the aliens.
Thought Screen Helmet
of UFOs are authentic.
development
When I decided to
I had surmised the
see what I could do about
alien abductions, one of the most intriguing authors I found aliens use telepathy, and Budd Hopkins research confirmed
was Major Donald E. Keyhoe, who wrote about UFOs, also it. Budd reported the aliens both transmit and receive telein the 1950s. His book, Aliens from Space, the Real Story of pathically.
Given my scientific orientation, I realized if informaUnidentified Flying Objects, is a classic.
tion was going back and forth between minds, the process
must have a basis in physical reality. Telepathy must be
Aliens are telepathic
an electro-magnetic transmission, but I had no idea, and I
Jet fighter pilots were reporting that UFOs appeared
still have no idea, exactly what kind of EM transmission
to anticipate their maneuvers, indicating the UFOs perhaps
it is. Nonetheless, I started looking for material that could
understood our communications. Keyhoe thought so; he
be used to shield the brain from EM transmission and I
believed they had learned to translate our language.
proceeded by trial and error.
However, it seems to me otherwise. Based on my
At that time, I was a technical writer working for
work in technical writing—that is what I do for a living—
Panasonic Avionics in Bothell, Washington, which is the
working with translators, I did not think it was possible.
main American repair center for all Panasonic’s In-Flight
After studying Keyhoe’s work, I concluded the aliens are
Entertainment Equipment.
telepathic.
The facility is close to the Boeing 747 plant in EvThe best comment on telepathy I know is from Dr.
erett, Washington, where I now work in Network Avionics
Theodor Reik’s book, Listening with the Third Ear:
systems. I interfaced with engineers and technicians on a
daily basis and asked many questions about all the kinds of
. . .[A]cknowledgment of telepathy as a psychical
conductive materials used in the manufacture and repair of
phenomenon does not imply higher powers are subPanasonic Entertainment equipment.
stituted for the dynamics of [human] mental action.
I wasn’t sure what I was looking for, but I guessed
It is not necessary to assume supernatural happenings
because some small fragments of what goes on in the some kind of anti-static material might work. At first I tried
making hats lined with the metalized plastic used to make
world are unexplained. We need not give ourselves
static electricity bags, but the aliens were able to penetrate
up to magic because the cause and effect of some
them.
process is unknown to us. We must confess [only]
With the help of UFO investigators Marilyn Ruben,
that our knowledge is not adequate to explain the
phenomenon. Nor does it become more explicable if
(Click here to continue on page 15)
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Twelve sheets of Velostat
It takes a long time to heat and stretch each sheet of
Velostat and insert in into the aviator caps. Each Thought
Screen Helmet uses 8-12 sheets of Velostat and takes four
hours to make. The hats are called Helmets because a helmet is worn for protecting the head from injury, a hat is not.
In this case, the Helmet protects the whole person.
The first successful
Thought Screen Helmets used eight sheets
The all-important thing about the
of Velostat, but some
Velostat is the key
aviator’s cap Helmet is the abductee
abductees reported headVelostat is a type
can
sleep
in
it.
aches and nausea while
of plastic normally used
wearing it. I surmised
to prevent static electricthe aliens were increasity damage to electronic
ing the power of their
components during manufacture. The Velostat material I
transmissions in an attempt to defeat the Helmet. Increasing
use comes in sheets .006 inch thick.
the power did not defeat the Helmet; however, it did cause
I will not attempt to give you a technical description
but suffice it to say Velostat is a material which permanent- headaches and nausea in the abductee.
That was why in 2007 I started making Helmets
ly changes the characteristics (“phase”) of any electrical
with
12
sheets. Both 8- and 12-sheet Helmets scramble the
transmission which passes through it. When a transmission
telepathic
transmissions, but 12-sheet Helmets also elimipasses through the material the transmission is scrambled
nate the physical discomfort resulting from the presumed
and cannot be unscrambled.
alien increase in power transmission. So 12-sheet Helmets
I believe the Thought Screen Helmet works because
the Velostat scrambles the telepathic signals being transmit- are more effective, but take almost six hours to make. I use
leather hats because I can stretch the Velostat over my own
ted by the aliens. That is my theory as to how the Helmet
works. It is a theory which could be tested in a laboratory if head easily with the hat after the Velostat is heated.
I knew the exact nature of the signals being transmitted.
Making your own hat
However, that information is not available, so it has
Since I have a full time job and limited time, I have
been necessary for me to proceed in a purely practical
put
instructions
for making a Thought Screen Helmet on
lets-try-it-and-see-if-it-works manner. And it does work.
my www.stopabducAbductees who wear the
tions.com website. The
Thought Screen Helmet
website instructions do
most of the time are not
I
pay
the
cost
of
making
and
mailing
not include procedures
taken by the aliens.
for heating and forming
the Helmets and provide them to
Another characterthe Velostat, but instead
istic of Velostat is it can
abductees for free.
show how to make a
be stretched and formed
Helmet with the Velostat
when heated. I found this
as it comes from the
advantageous because
manufacturer.
the new Helmets I make now incorporate Velostat which
The reason the heating instructions are omitted is that
has been heated and then molded to the head. This makes a
the heating and forming is a delicate operation and I do not
tight-fighting Thought Screen Helmet.
want people to be burned.
Although I make Thought Screen Helmets from
Furthermore, a technician from the UK found that
baseball caps, women’s hats, cowboy hats and motorcycle
the
electrical
characteristics of the Velostat change when
helmets, the Helmet pictured in most of the photos in
it melts, which it does at fairly low temperature. Meltthis article is made from a leather aviator’s cap which fits
ing may change the shielding capacity of the Velostat. I
closely to the head and fastens under the chin.
know how to do the heating operation correctly, but I am
The all-important thing about this type of Helmet is
the abductee can sleep in it. It will not come off during the not confident others will do as well. Furthermore, you also
need hair on your head if you are going to heat the Velostat
night, and this leads to one of the great benefits to abductees of the Thought Screen Helmet: good night’s sleep.
(Click here to continue on page 16)
Roger Leir, Ken Cherry, Scott Vought, and David Jacobs, I
found abductees willing to try my invention. I made hats
with different materials and sent them to abductees to try.
After several failures, I finally found a material which is
effective in blocking alien telepathy. It is called Velostat
and is made by 3M. In nine years the aliens have not been
able to penetrate Thought
Screen Helmets incorporating this material.
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of time, especially since many inevitably change their adand mold it into the Helmet over your head the way I make dresses. Some abductees remain in contact with me, some
do not.
them.
Furthermore, since I keep making more Helmets, the
list
of
abductees grows, making it more difficult to remain
I am not an investigator
in touch with everyone who has a Helmet. Since abductees
I do not consider myself a UFO or alien abduction
are aware the aliens can read their minds, they are someinvestigator. All the contact I have with abductees is over
times afraid to call me or to have me call them. Some rethe phone in the course of providing them with a Helmet
main in contact by email. So what I report is limited by my
and later seeing how it is working. I do not interview abductees in person and do not publish accounts of abduction ability to remain in contact with those who have Thought
Screen Helmets.
experiences. I have never worked directly on an abducI also do not know how many people make Helmets
tion case with any investigator or hypnotherapist, although
many alien abduction investigators have helped me. I have from the instructions on my website. I receive fewer than
five emails a year from people trying to make Helmets.
limited time to interview people, nor money to travel and
I do have enough reports to be encouraged that the
interview abductees.
Helmet works in many situations. That is why I continue to
It is also dangerous, I believe, to combat the aliens
make Helmets and send
with their far superior
them to abductees. I pay
mind abilities, knowlthe cost of making and
edge of our mind funcHe reports the abductions stopped after he
mailing the Helmets and
tions, and their advanced
began wearing the Helmet. He reports he
provide them to abducttechnology. I feel I am
wears a Helmet 24 hours a day and has been
ees for free.
in danger for combating
doing so since 2000. The only time he does
Because I do
them, judging from what
not wear a Helmet is when he is in the shownot ask for money, and
they do to some people
er or making love to his wife.
abductees know I am
who successfully resist
making Helmets as a
them, which will be dispublic service, I feel I
cussed later. Therefore I
earn
people’s
trust.
Also,
since
I
tell
abductees the Helmet
play it safe and keep my distance.
is experimental and they get it for free, there is no financial
The abductees I make Helmets for do not know
claim or responsibility. I am not putting anything over on
where I live or what I look like except for photographs of
anybody. The abductees are volunteers who try the Helmet
me on the internet. I am a voice on the phone to them.
for free, and in turn, provide me with information on its
I do interview each abductee to decide if they need a
effectiveness.
Thought Screen Helmet,
using criteria established
Constant wearing is
by David Jacobs and
The
aliens
began
threatening
the
daughnecessary
Roger Leir. I require the
ter and telling her something terrible would
By “successful
abductee to provide a
cases”
I mean abductees
happen
to
her
mother
if
she
could
not
conphone number and I find
vince her mother to stop wearing the Helmet. who report to me the
the telephone is a good
abductions have stopped
screening device. For the
Eventually the mother gave in and stopped
after they began wearmost part, only serious
wearing the Helmet; both of them were then
ing the Thought Screen
people give me their
taken.
Helmet.
phone number. Still,
One such case
fewer than 60 percent of
is
a
man
in Ohio who
the people I interview
reported multiple abductions by creatures very different
receive Helmets from me.
from those reported by investigators such as Dave Jacobs
and Budd Hopkins. I originally talked to this man in spring
The list grows
of 2000. He described creatures about 7 feet tall, thin, with
Another important fact readers of this article should
small eyes and elongated heads who spoke a distinct lanunderstand is I do not keep extensive and thorough follow
guage. He called them “Meek-Moks” from the sounds they
up information on the abductees I send hats to. I have been
making Thought Screen Helmets for ten years, and it is dif- make with their language. He also said they had a distinct
ficult to maintain contact with abductees over long periods
(Click here to continue on page 17)
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smell, and arms longer in proportion to their bodies than
humans. He said he was abducted many times by them.
I sent him an aviator’s cap Helmet and a baseball cap

the small and large gray aliens—as well as their creators
and authority, the “Mantis” or praying mantis-like aliens,
and another group who work with the grays, the reptilian or
snake skin aliens.

Children wear Helmets
All these common types of aliens are pictured in the
drawings on my second website, www.aliensandchildren.
Ariel Strother
org. These drawing were made by a 5-year-old girl and her
was 5 when she
brother who now wear a Thought Screen Helmet almost all
made this drawday long, except when they are in school. I created the site
ing of herself
specifically to show the drawing made by these two chillying on a table
dren.
surrounded by
After wearing Helmets for a year, the children started
aliens.
to remember what happened to them. The mother sent me
hundreds of drawings which I decided to put up on a second website. I expected others to send me children’s drawings of abduction experiences, but this has not happened.
I found the drawings frightening and at first had trouble
posting them in 2003. The drawings are a window into
alien abduction activities
Helmet and every few
with children.
months I contact him
The drawings
She left them in the open boxes overnight
to see how he is doshow short and tall grays,
ing. Through the years
and the following morning the Helmets were
snake skin aliens, mantis
I’ve sent him several
gone.
creatures, and alienHelmets. He reports the
hybrid children as well.
abductions stopped after
One interesting drawing
he began wearing the
shows
a
mantis
creature
standing
on
all four limbs on the
Helmets. He reports he wears a Helmet 24 hours a day and
ground. Another abductee who recently contacted me also
has been doing so since 2000! The only time he does not
says she has seen the mantis creatures on all four limbs on
wear a Helmet is when he is in the shower or making love
the ground.
to his wife.
Another successful case is a man in Florida who
Threats to abductees
described a four foot tall alien, somewhat humanoid with
In a case in Virginia, I sent two Helmets to a woman
very distinctive skin. The several times I interviewed this
and
her
daughter. The woman told me the Helmet worked;
man he described the alien’s skin in great detail. He said
she felt she was no longer abducted, but her daughter was
it was white, with small
reluctant to wear the Hellumps and was sticky to
met. Subsequently the
the touch. He called the
The aliens went all through her house looking aliens began threatening
skin “gumpy.”
After a long
everywhere and eventually found the Helmet, the daughter and telling
her something terrible
discussion I sent him a
even though she said she hid it well. Subwould happen to her
Helmet which he also
sequently, she put a new Helmet I made for
mother if she, the daughwears on a regular basis.
her in a locked cabinet, and the aliens did not ter, could not convince
He says it works, but he
take it.
her mother to stop weardoes not state if he wears
it 24 hours a day.
There appears to
be more than one type of
alien or alien culture abducting humans. Multiple interviews over the phone with sincere people indicate this.
Most of the abductees I work with report contact with the
common types of aliens reported by most investigators—

ing the Helmet. Eventually the mother gave in
and stopped wearing the
Helmet; both of them were then taken.
Soon after the mother stopped wearing the Helmet
she said she was visited several times by a reptilian and
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she wrote my phone number in her address book was also
missing. She had to contact me through email. I will make
was extremely frightened by it. The aliens have the Star
Trek technology which enables them to beam down and ap- her new Helmets because she contacts me about her experiences on a regular basis.
pear in a home. She said the snake skin alien scared her to
For the rest of this article, when I refer to aliens I am
death. They must be very frightening looking creatures.
She felt so threatened by the aliens she gave up trying referring to the grays and their leaders, the mantis creatures.
I have only one report of
the Helmet at all and put
the reptilian aliens. Dathe two Helmets in their
He returned to find a small triangular piece of vid Jacobs says the reptiloriginal shipping boxes
ians are working with the
to return them to me.
Velostat had been cut from the inside of the
grays, which I had one
She left them in the open
aviator’s cap.
abductee confirm.
boxes overnight and the
following morning the
The aliens took a piece
Helmets were gone, so
Some events suggest the aliens are interested in how
we assume the aliens took them.
the Thought Screen Helmet works. For example, a man
in Canada who has been wearing a Helmet for five years
Aliens take the Helmets
reported when he left his aviator’s cap Helmet on his bed
So far the aliens have taken ten Thought Screen Helmets from abductees in America and Australia. In one case and wore his baseball cap Helmet, he returned to find a
small triangular piece of
they took a Helmet out of a box in a closet. In another, the
Velostat had been cut from
aliens went all through an abductee’s house when she was
the inside of the aviator’s
at work and not wearing the Helmet. She is a nurse who
cap. I sent him pieces of
cannot wear a hat at work, and her mentally ill son, who
Velostat to repair it. This
lives at home with her, does not like her wearing Thought
happened several times
Screen Helmets. The aliens took all four Helmets I had
and he repaired it several
made for her and eventually returned one of them.
times.
Another case involves a female abductee who was
On another occateaching alien-hybrids to drive an automobile. These aliens
Goggles may thwart the
sion,
the
aliens removed a
again went all through her house looking everywhere and
piece of the leather from mind scan procedure.
eventually found the Helmet, even though she said she hid
it well. Subsequently, she put a new Helmet I made for her the outside of the hat. Then they left the Helmet on his
bed right in the middle of the bed, as if they wanted him to
in a locked cabinet and the aliens did not take it.
notice. They did not take the Helmet itself. I subsequently
I find the aliens will not take a Helmet which is
locked in a cabinet or other kind of enclosure. So now I tell made him two more Helmets. One has ten sheets of Velostat and he wears it almost 24 hours a day. He reports
the new abductees I send Helmets to that they must have a
he continues to see lights outside his house at night and he
container they can lock before I send them a Helmet. This
feels the aliens are still around.
tactic has worked since July of 2007.
The aliens do have limitations. So far they haven’t
Abductees who will
broken open a locked
fight
cabinet when searchThe abductees who
ing for a Helmet. There
One
abductee
told
me
he
knew
the
aliens
contact
me want to do
is a page called “Alien
could
read
his
mind
and
he
said
he
did
not
something to stop being
capabilities and in-capacare; he was willing to fight to try to stop
abducted. They are the
bilities” on my website,
them.
type of people who will
aliensandchildren.org,
put up a fight. One abwhich lists some other
ductee told me he knew
alien limitations.
the aliens could read his
In other cases
mind
and
he
said
he
did
not
care;
he
was willing to fight to
of missing Thought Screen Helmets, the abductees just
report the Helmet missing. A woman in New Jersey I have try to stop them. So the kind of people who get a Helmet
or request a Helmet will fight.
worked with for years phoned me early in 2008 to say that
Abductee Joni Strother is like that. It is her children’s
both the new aviator’s cap Helmet and baseball cap Helmet
I made for her were missing, and that the paper on which
(Click here to continue on page 19)
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drawings which are on my website, aliensandchildren.org.
Every time she calls me she tells me she is going to fight
them and not give up.
Here is a breakdown of the type of abductees who
contact me and try Thought Screen Helmets, and the outcomes, as far as I can determine.

During one period she wore it successfully for several months and then one night forgot to wear it. She said
six adult human-alien hybrids appeared in her house, two
of them beat her while four others looked on. She subsequently went to the emergency room for treatment from
her beating and was very shook up. However, she was
determined to fight them and continued to wear the Helmet
when she could.

Losing contact with abductees
Dogs were killed
Category one is people who receive Helmets after
After that, the aliens communicated to her they
several interviews and
would kill her dog if she
cannot be contacted
continued to resist them
afterwards. Of the
She
said
six
adult
human-alien
hybrids
apby wearing the Helmet.
abductees to whom I
She persisted and the
peared in her house, two of them beat her
send Helmets, about ten
aliens apparently did
while
four
others
looked
on.
She
subsepercent I am unable to
kill her dog. According
quently went to the emergency room for
contact afterward, either
to her veterinarian, the
by telephone or email.
treatment from her beating and was very
dog’s spinal cord had
This is frustrating for
shook up. However, she was determined to
me, because I do not
fight them and continues to wear the Helmet. been cut internally and
he could not determine
know what happened to
how that happened. She
them or whether the Helcontinued to fight the
met was effective. I can only assume the aliens prevented
aliens
with
the
Helmet
and
she
got
two more dogs, which
them from wearing the Helmet and from contacting me.
the aliens also killed in sequence.
Category two is people who receive a Helmet, wear
The aliens continued to threaten her and took her
it, and are harassed and threatened by the aliens until finally
when
she
was not wearing the Helmet. She believes the
they no longer wear the Helmet. One such case was the
aliens made her sick in retaliation. Her physical condition
mother and daughter in Virginia I discussed above.
deteriorated and now she spends some time in a wheel chair
Another example, in 2000 I sent four early Helmets
and has stopped wearing the Helmet.
constructed with metalized plastic to Dr. Roger Leir who
I have another case of an abductee, a man, who was
had a family of abductees interested in stopping abductions.
beaten by alien-hybrids
These early Helmets
when he forgot to wear
were not as effective as
his Helmet. I could not
the Velostat ones, and
She persisted wearing the Helmet and the
contact him after the
the aliens were able to
aliens apparently killed her dog. According
beating.
eventually penetrate the
to the veterinarian, the dog’s spinal cord had
Since I am the only
Helmets and influence
been cut internally.
person I know of workthe family of abductees
ing in the abduction field
to remove them. After
who reports this type of
Dr. Leir told me what
alien aggression and intimidation against abductees fighting
had happened, I offered to send a new batch of Helmets
made with Velostat, but he said the family was afraid of ret- the aliens, I believe I am the only one who has successfully stopped alien abductions. I have other cases of aliens
ribution by the aliens and did not want to try new Helmets.
threatening and harassing abductees who wear the Thought
Screen Helmet. That’s one reason I am convinced it works.
A beating
The aliens would not behave the way they do unless the
A similar case involved a nurse, discussed above,
Helmet was effective.
who reported success with a Velostat Helmet. She worked
with Prof. Jacobs extensively, so I was sure she is a real
Thwarted by mind scan
abductee. She lives with her son who is mentally ill. We
Regarding the woman who lives with her mentally ill
think he may also be an abductee, but he refuses to discuss
son and wears her Helmet only in her bedroom, she is one
it. He gets very upset when she wears her Helmet, so she
can wear it only when she is in her bedroom since she can’t of my failures. The aliens told her they wanted her blood
wear it at work.
(Click here to continue on page 20)
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arriving home, he discovered two hours of missing time.
He even reviewed the Wal Mart security tapes showing him
to be transfused to an alien-hybrid who was sick. The sick
driving out of the parking lot, but saw nothing amiss on the
alien-hybrid was probably an off-spring of hers. She wore
tapes so the abduction must have taken place out of range
the Helmet successfully for several nights, then a mantis
of Wal Mart’s cameras.
creature woke her from sleep and used what Prof. Jacobs
Joni Strother’s children are not allowed to wear any
calls “mind scan” very close to her face and gained control
headgear at school, and on several occasions school auof her will while she had the Helmet on.
thorities called Joni to report her daughter missing for 45
So the Helmet can be overcome with direct “mind
minutes during lunch break. On another occasion, the child
scan” by mantis creatures, although if a person is physiwas missing from the time her mother dropped her off a
cally strong, and not sick and weak as this woman is, the
block away from school.
person may still be able
The school reported her
to physically overcome
an hour late, but Joni told
the mantis creature and
Because abductees who wear the Thought
me she left the child at
perhaps hit it and wound
Screen Helmet are threatened and harassed
school on time.
it. This is the only case
by
the
aliens,
that’s
one
reason
I
am
I have made HelI have where a mantisconvinced it works. The aliens would not
mets for many abductees
creature or leader came
behave the way they do unless the Helmet
who wear it almost 24
down to directly remove
was
effective.
hours a day, every day,
a Helmet. Evidently the
for years. Almost congray aliens don’t have
stant wearing is necesthe abilities of their leadsary for success, and I
ers.
have many abductees who do this, including men, women
and children. I am in contact with many of these abductees
Some give up
on a regular basis and speak to some several time a week;
Another group of people who receive Helmets from
others I contact several times a month by phone or email.
me wear it successfully for at least six months, and then
cease communication. There are many abductees I have
worked with who report success for some time, even years, Sleeping all night
A good night’s sleep. That is one thing all abductees
then I can no longer contact them. I can only assume the
who wear the Helmet and rid themselves of abductions,
aliens eventually got to them, threatened them or in some
report. They sleep normally, are able to rest, and are no
other way stopped them from wearing the Helmet.
longer afraid of being taken at night. They also report no
The difficult thing about wearing the Helmet is that
once you start wearing it, you must wear it as frequently as indication of being taken during waking hours, no missing time, unusual marks
possible or the aliens will
on their bodies, unusual
take you. A number of
illnesses, unaccounted
abductees have reported
Many abductees I have worked with report
being taken during the
success for some time, even years, then I can bruises, and no experiences of finding themday when they were not
no longer contact them.
selves in a place they
wearing the Helmet.
can’t account for.
Every hour an abductee
However, they also
is without the Helmet is
believe
the
aliens
are
still
trying
to
abduct
them. The man
an hour when he or she is vulnerable to abduction and/or
who continues to see lights outside at night reports also seealien harassment.
ing what he thinks is an alien outside the house and in his
One abductee was very consistent wearing the Heldoorway. Many still feel vulnerable, as this man does. He
met. He even wore a baseball cap Helmet when he went
wrote this to me:
shopping. I should mention the baseball cap Helmets or
They are trying to penetrate the hat. There is no way I
Helmets made from other types of hats are almost as efcan tell if they have got through. There is that pain, [though
fective as the Helmets made from aviator’s caps. The big
it] is lesser pain with the grounds inserted. I think they can
advantage of the aviator cap is it can be worn overnight.
still read the mind and I have felt they are increasing power.
. .I assume they. . .target selected areas of the head they
Took the hat off
want to peer into. It’s like they can still monitor brain acOn one occasion, this man went shopping at Wal
Mart and did not wear the Helmet as he drove home. On
(Click here to continue on page 21)
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male abductee who wanted to try the Helmet. After trying
the leather aviator’s cap Helmet she said she was allergic
tivity or maybe are sending a signal when they detect body
to leather and could not wear it. I then made a Helmet usheat. I just don’t know. It’s as if they can see your every
movement and I am sure there is something else which still ing a cotton hard hat liner with a velcro strap at the throat.
Because of the design of the liner, I could not put the same
brings them around to locate myself or other abductees. I
quantity of Velostat into the liner that I put into a leather
think it’s something to do with emotions or state of emohat, so it had less protections they find interesttion.
ing. I think their interest
The liner may have
I
have
made
Helmets
for
many
abductees
is emotion, the cause of
worked initially, but bewho wear it almost 24 hours a day, every
emotion, [and our reaccause it was secured only
tions] to emotions.
day, for years. Almost constant wearing is
by a small Velcro strap
necessary for success.
the woman wearing it let
Grounded Helmets
the hybrid pull it off. The
Note, the abductee
woman sent the Helmet
quoted above says he
back.
I
replied
I
would
make
another
Helmet using several
feels better when the Helmet is grounded. As mentioned,
I initially got reports of abductees who experienced headaches and/or a buzzing sound in their heads when wearing
an 8-sheet Helmet. Then, in 2005 an abductee and her
son, who was a technician, experimented in grounding the
Helmets. They found if a standard 8-sheet Helmet had two
grounding wires, using insulated wire with regular grounding rods, the buzzing sounds and the headaches disappeared.
The Helmet works better when grounded—more
clear evidence the aliens are sending an electromagnetic
signal in the form of a telepathic communication and the
signal is being intercepted by the Helmet. It is indirect
proof of alien communication and that the communication
has physical properties. Not magic, not paranormal. The
signal is similar to a cell phone transmission.
As a result of this finding, I put grounding instrucstraps that could be secured more strongly, but she did not
tions on my website, but I do not send Helmets with
want to try another hat.
grounds because the
abductee must still install
A strange case
a regular grounding rod,
A
standard
8-sheet
Helmet
had
two
groundIn a related case,
which is a four foot coping wires, using insulated wire with regular
a frail woman abductee
per rod pounded into the
grounding rods and the buzzing sounds and
who walked with a cane
ground. So the Thought
tried wearing an 8-sheet
headaches disappeared.
Screen Helmet effectivelined leather hat when
ly intercepts and grounds
confronted with two
the signal sent by aliens.
alien-human hybrids.
Of course, the drawback
The woman was able to resist the alien-hybrids for several
to a ground is the abductee can wear the Helmet grounded
hours in a room at night, even when she felt they turned up
only when sleeping, because movement is limited.
their transmission and she had a headache and nausea.
The alien-hybrids lured her into an adjacent room where
A struggle
one was hiding behind a door, and I do not understand what
In the case below, two adult alien-human hybrids
that was about. One hybrid then tackled her, she said, and
removed a Helmet from an abductee before they took her.
the other forcibly removed the Helmet.
This suggests to me the hybrids cannot control her when
The following day the woman said the aliens went
she wears a Helmet even when they are in the same room
through
her whole house, found the Helmet and took it.
with her.
In this case, Prof. Jacobs was working with the fe(Click here to continue on page 22)
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She thought she hid it well but they found it. We decided
that from then on she would keep the new Helmet in a
locked cabinet when she is not wearing it.

addition to wearing the Helmet as much as possible they
must fight as much as they can.
It’s possible if a person wearing a Thought Screen
Helmet had a gun or rifle they could shoot an alien-hybrid
who tries to remove a Helmet. Neither of these women had
any weapon, and neither put up much of a fight, although
the woman in the second account tried to use an aerosol
spray because the aliens do not like perfume, but that did
not work.

Using motorcycle goggles
I made her another Helmet with 12 sheets of Velostat,
which she feels works better—when she wears it. To prevent the alien-hybrids from using the “mind-scan” procedure, I also sent her motorcycle goggles with a tinted visor.
Telepathy is an EM
I also decided on motortransmission
cycle goggles instead of
Much of the UFO
sunglasses because they
The woman was able to resist the aliencommunity has not
have a strap around the
hybrids for several hours in a room at night,
reacted positively to the
head and are not easily
even when she felt they turned up their
Thought Screen Helremoved. The goggles
transmission and she had a headache and
met. This surprised me
proved effective.
nausea. Eventually, one hybrid tackled her,
and I believe the reason
In her next enshe
said,
and
the
other
forcedly
removed
the
is I have shown that
counter, she said at least
Helmet.
aliens and alien activity
two alien-hybrids again
and technology are not
tried to lure her into an
supernatural. The aliens
adjacent room by banging on the walls, but she did not budge. The aliens-hybrids are not ghosts, they are not shape-shifting science fiction
did not come in through the open doorway and never faced characters. The aliens are real, living creatures who are
constrained by the physical laws of nature, as we all are.
her directly, so I think that the tinted goggles were effecThat Velostat, with its impedance characteristics,
tive.
works in deterring alien abduction demonstrates to me we
This experience with the goggles is important to me
because it suggests tinted goggles may stop the aliens from could conduct laboratory transmission attenuation tests
using the mind-scan procedure with their eyes. It may stop with the Helmet and determine the nature of the alien transmissions. However, I
their hypnosis.
have not been able to get
That same night,
any engineers to help me
after about two hours
Together the two alien-hybrids managed to
conduct such tests.
of successful resistance
remove the Helmet, which was secured with
elapsed, she said she
a strip of electrical tape. What they had her
Lab tests are needed
thought the two aliendo after that was teach them how to drive
In 2002 I was
hybrids snuck up behind
her SUV on the highway!
working on my day job
her (she was facing her
with radio frequency
computer) by going
engineers at Metawave,
through the wall at her
a wireless telephone smart antenna company in Washington
back and then grabbed her.
State. I told the Metawave engineers about the Thought
Since she had just had back surgery, she did not put
up a physical fight and together the two alien-hybrids man- Screen Helmet, but I could not get any of them to help me.
My request for help is still open and is discussed on my
aged to remove the Helmet, which was also secured with a
website, www.stopabductions.com.
strip of electrical tape.
What they had her do after that was to teach them
how to drive her SUV on the highway!! She is giving them Significance of the helmet
What does the success of the Thought Screen Heldriving lessons as part of their integration into our society.
met mean? Several things. If we are willing to wear the
This time the hybrids did not take the Helmet from her
house. I did not ask her to return it because the aliens could Helmet all the time, we can stop the abductions. The aliens
are not omnipotent, as some investigators claim. The aliens
have put some kind of tracing device in it.
also have emotions, and they get very angry with people
Although both instances are failures, I also state that
wearing a Thought Screen Helmet.
both abductees put up little, if any, physical fight. I tell
abductees that stopping aliens abductions is a fight, and in
(Click here to continue on page 23)
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Labor intensive
The Helmet also indirectly proves there is such a
I have a large backlog of abductees I have promised
thing as telepathy and it is a physical force. After all, EEGs
Helmets to, so I can’t make any for other investigators.
measure electrical activity of the brain. The Helmet just
They or the abductees they are working with must go to
takes it several steps further in dealing with a microwave
www.stopabudctions.com and see how to make one for
type of transmission to the brain.
themselves. Until there is a great demand for Helmets, I
The additional fact that the Helmet works better
don’t think anyone will make them for sale. The Helmets
when grounded also inalso take a long time to
dicates it does intercept a
make.
real, physical, microwave
That Velostat, with its impedance characUnless someone
type of signal.
teristics,
works
in
deterring
alien
abduction
sets
up
a manufacturing
Anybody who can
plant,
making
a Helmet
demonstrates
to
me
we
could
conduct
laboraget Velostat can stop an
will always require at
tory transmission attenuation tests with the
alien abduction. That is
least three hours of labor.
why my website, www.
Helmet and determine the nature of the alien
On the other hand, the
stopabductions.com, protransmissions. However, I have not been
materials are cheap. I
vides directions for makable to get any engineers to help me conduct
can make a Helmet with
ing a Velostat Helmet and
such tests.
$5.00 worth of Velostat,
lists sources for buying
a $16.50 leather hat, and
Velostat. One problem is
50 cents of tape. I can
it is hard to buy Velostat
make
one
from
a
$2.50
baseball
cap,
but it does not work
by the yard. Few suppliers sell it by the yard, so Velostat
quite
as
well
as
an
aviator’s
cap
Helmet
and it can’t be slept
must be purchased by the $200 roll. You can’t buy Velostat
in a hardware store. It is sold only by companies which sell in.
materials and parts to electronics manufacturers. See the
More Helmets will be made
materials section of my website for the list of suppliers.
Despite my limited time and full time job, I intend to
There is a similar material, called Linqstat made by a
keep making Thought Screen Helmets and sending them to
Canadian company, Caplinq. The company was formed in
2004 so it’s fairly new. Capling claims its Lingstat material abductees for free to learn more about alien abductions and
alien activities, and to
is cheaper than Velostat,
obtain real proof of alien
but with the decreasabductions if there is a
ing value of the dollar,
The Helmet also indirectly proves there is
situation where proof can
Lingstat is only about 8
such a thing as telepathy and it is a physical
be obtained.
percent cheaper at this
force. The additional fact the Helmet works
There is a very
March, 2008 writing.
better when grounded also indicates it interinteresting case of an
cepts a real, physical signal.
alien who was apparMore and more
ently shot while stealing
Helmets
a pig from a barnyard in
Professor Jacobs
North Dakota. The case is documented in a recent MUFON
once asked me for real statistics on the success of the
Journal article. Two of the men involved in this incident
Thought Screen Helmet. I have not complied because I
now have 12-sheet Helmets and baseball caps. By the time
can’t maintain contact with every body who has received a
Helmet, not only because not all Helmet recipients maintain this article is published, the third man will also have them.
If the aliens try to steal another pig from these men’s barncontact but also because I have a full time job with a long
yard, maybe this time they can shoot an alien and get real
commute. The problem is exacerbated because the more
Helmets I make, the more people I have to maintain contact proof. At least that is my goal.
I believe the aliens took the pig, kept it, and fed it for
with, and it is impossible for me to do.
three months because they are trying to figure out how to
So all I can say is I have had enough success with
feed us, once they invade and kill most of us. The humans
the Thought Screen Helmet all over the world to state that
who remain after the aliens carry out their plan will probit does work under the right circumstances with real aliens
ably be maintained for genetic purposes, and those humans
but not with alien-hybrids who physically remove it. I
only have two cases of alien-hybrids physically removing a must still be fed. See my page on www.aliensandchildren.
Helmet.
(Click here to continue on page 24)
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org, “The Alien Plan for Humans.”
So that’s where the whole human race is with alien
abductions and the Thought Screen Helmet. We face the
greatest threat to the human race in history and as far as I

m

know, we have one thing that can stop them—the Thought
Screen Helmet.
For more information, contact me at mmenkin@hotmail.com and visit my websites, www.stopabduction.com
and www.aliensandchildren.org.

Can the Helmet help autism and epilepsy?

m

The second thing I hope to do with the Helmet is make a contribution to medical science. By accident, I have
found that autistic children who consistently wear the Helmet for at least three months begin to improve. I have made
Helmets, which I call a Burnett Hat, for several autistic children who have improved dramatically. The mother is convinced the Helmet has saved the children.
Although the above-mentioned children are also abductees, I have one autistic child who is not an abductee. That
child was mute and can now speak after wearing the hat for five months. That was in 2003. She still wears the hat
intermittently and is continuing to improve, according to her father.
Another abductee was an epileptic. In just three weeks of wearing the Helmet, his EEGs returned to normal.
After six months, his seizures stopped. His last three EEG tests were normal, and he now drives a car. Every time he
calls me he is ecstatic about the Helmet. This is the abductee who still sees lights outside his house and who saw an
alien in a doorway of his home, although he is pretty sure he has not been abducted.
Another hat-wearing epileptic is an elderly woman (not an abductee). She tried a Burnett Hat and her seizures
decreased, but since she is in her 90’s and has some dementia we can’t make a definite conclusion about her.
In yet another medical case, a man who had a stroke said his mobility improved after wearing a Helmet every
day for three months. Prior to wearing the Helmet, he could use only one hand and he walked with difficulty. After
wearing the Helmet he could use both hands and arms plus his walking was better. However, he was too embarrassed
to tell his neurologist that a Velostat-lined hat appeared to be helping him, and he would not pursue his improvement
with the Helmet further. I’ve since lost contact with him.
I plan on working with the University of Washington’s Autism Center and Epilepsy Center later this year if I can
get the time to do it.
Michael Menkin has over 30 years of experience in high technology in marketing and
technical writing. He has worked for the Boeing Company, Lasentec Product Group
of Mettler-Toledo, Metawave Communications Corporation, Emulex Corporation,
Fluke Corporation, Teltone Corporation, Peripheral Technology, Stryder Technologies, AT&T, The Robbins Company, Al-Gas SDI, Innovation, Inc, Panasonic Avionics,
The University of Washington, The University of California San Francisco Medical
Center at Mount Zion, The University of California’s Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Pacific Avionics, Nicholson Mfg. Inc., Western Applied Research and Development,
Alta Consulting Services, SpaceLabs Healthcare, and MetLife.
He was one of the original writers of NASA Tech Briefs and contributed to the Federal
Government’s Technology Utilization Program for disseminating NASA technology
to private industry in the 1970’s.
He has a B.A. in political science and is a member of the National Honor Society Phi
Kappa Phi, and, as a student, was a member of the political honor society Pi Sigma
Alpha and the California junior college honor society Alpha Gamma Sigma. He is a
member of Sons of the American Revolution, is a 34 year member of the United States
Naval Institute, and was a Lieutenant, junior grade, in the U.S. Coast Guard . While
employed at the University of Washington he conducted a course in Creative Thinking at the University’s Experimental College.
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strong interest in examining abductees. Other investigators,
including Eve Lorgen,4 suggest the US is secretly running
elaborate psychological programs with abductees, in their
extent much like the elaborate psychological programs the
aliens are secretly running with abductees. Is there anything about Bill Holden’s case that might give us insight
into these questions?
The overt events which happened to Bill in 1966,
1971, 1975 and 1995, and Bill’s response to these events,
cry out for explanation. The explanation, however, has to
be inferred, and that is tricky, and I would not want to overreach. So first, let’s look at the facts of what happened to
Bill Holden as he describes them.
A Top Hat clearance
Bill joined the
Air Force in 1962 at the
age of 18. He stayed in
until 1977 and left with
the rank of Tech Sergeant “E6 equivalent.”
To my knowledge, he
was stationed in Europe, the US, Panama,
and Vietnam. Bill is
“the grandson of a
Methodist minister,” he
likes to remind people,
raised in Forsyth, Georgia. “I don’t smoke. I
don’t drink. Never done
drugs,” Bill told Project
Camelot.
He describes his
job in the Air Force as
“Loadmaster and flight
steward, Special Air Missions.” That means Bill was a
member of an aircrew that flew people around the Air Force
needed to have flown around.
One of the people Bill flew around was JFK, for the
purpose of which Bill had what he calls a “Presidential Top
Hat security clearance.” Bill is best known in the UFO
community for his account of a short conversation about
UFOs he recalls having with President Kennedy in 1963.
That conversation, described in his Camelot interview, seems to have been a spontaneous event, unlike other
unusual things that happened to Bill. After he was no longer assigned to fly JFK, Bill says he received a Top Secret
clearance and kept that throughout his time in the service.
A special assignment
The summer of 1966 is the first time the US govern-

ment went out of its way to show Bill aliens and alien
aircraft. An experiment. We have to call it that because Bill
Holden had no need to know.
In 1966 Bill was an ordinary airman with ordinary
duties, and after the amazing events he returned to ordinary
duties. By “ordinary,” I mean Holden had no duties having
anything to do with UFOs or the UFO coverup; nor was he
recruited to work for the UFO coverup after the government showed him aliens.
Bill says in 1966 he was stationed at Peterson Field,
Colorado6 and his job was air transport of “high ranking
officials and international dignitaries.” One day Bill was
called in front of an Air Force lieutenant colonel who asked
Bill to undertake a voluntary special mission.
According to Bill, he said, “’Sir, I take every mission.
. . You don’t have to ask me
would I like to go. You tell
me, I’ll go.’ And so he [the
lieutenant colonel] went
ahead and had me sign
a 20-year non-disclosure
agreement with full penalties, all the way up to going to prison and losing all
rights.”
Bill was trusting
In Bill’s response to
the lieutenant colonel we
can read something of his
character at that time in
his life. He was obedient.
Of course, when you are
in the military you have to
be obedient. And Bill was.
He was also, I judge, based
on the interviews, trusting, loyal, cooperative, and passive. “I’m in the military.
I do what I’m told. I stay at my post,” Bill told me in my
interview with him.
That did not surprise me. But it did surprise me that
Bill did not ask his superior officers why they put aliens in
front of him; and what really surprised me was when Bill
said he had not even asked himself.
The aircraft left Peterson Field without passengers
and flew to Andrews AF Base in Maryland. There, Bill
says, they picked up “one Brigadier General, a couple of
colonels and [an] entourage [of] high ranking civilian engineers and scientists.” Next stop was Wright-Patterson air
base in Ohio.
Bill told Project Camelot that at Wright-Pat the high
ranking entourage “went to the blue hanger [where] reverse
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engineering was being done on UFOs.” How did you know
what went on at the blue hanger? asked Kerry Cassidy,
the interviewer. Bill said he learned about the blue hanger
“later.”
Bill also told Camelot the passengers visited the Air
Force Academy and NORAD headquarters in Cheyenne
Mountain when the plane flew back to Peterson Field.
This is all speculation on Bill’s part since he also states the
aircrew remained on base and with the aircraft during these
two stops.
Passengers back on board, the next stop was White
Sands, NM, and here a different scenario unfolds which
Bill personally witnessed.

remembers. As he looked over to where the UFO was,
Bill says he saw two ETs “in one-piece aluminum-colored
flight suits.” The ETs were about 5 feet tall and “moved
very gracefully. Their skin was a pale color and as what is
typified or called a Grayling is what they looked like. The
larger head, the large black eyes, small mouth, small nose,
but very thin lips. Their arms, very thin and the hands were
long and thin.” Bill says he doesn’t remember how many
fingers were on the ET’s hands.

You said the ETs had thin lips. You could see that from 100
yards?7 [Author’s questions in italics.]
With a pair of binoculars I sure could!
So you were looking through binoculars?
Absolutely was.
White Sands surprise
And no one restrained
At White Sands
you from using binocua bus appeared and the
Bill did not ask he superior officers
lars?
high ranking entourage
why
they
put
aliens
in
front
of
him,
I saw the driver had a
as well as the 6-man airpair of binoculars and I
crew was put on the bus.
and he did not even ask himself.
said, May I use those?
The bus had blacked
Were you being obout windows. “To this
served by anyone?
day,” Bill told Project
Probably, but I didn’t see anyone observing me other than
Camelot, “I do not understand why we [the air crew] went
the driver.
along.”
The driver was observing you? What was his behavior?
Indeed.
Just like a group of guys together and comments being
The people on the bus were then checked, Bill says.
made and that’s about it.
Some men “not in an Air Force uniform but in a khakiBut you say he was “observing” you?
colored—with a special emblem (and I can’t remember the
I, what I told you was, if there was anyone observing me it
emblem) on the left sleeve” showed up. “They were armed
and had a clipboard and each of us had to show our military would be the driver because there was no one else around
me or outside that was around us.
ID. And then we were checked off the list and told to go
So you were alone out there—
ahead and sit down.”
We’re alone out there.
From where he was seated Bill says he could see out
—the bus, the driver and the six aircrew members.
the front window of the bus. Leaving White Sands, the
We were able to just watch.
bus traveled “for about 45 minutes to an hour,” Bill says,
and arrived at a place where Bill “could see like walls of a
The watching went on for about an hour, Bill says.
mountain on the left by the driver.”
The bus “was stopped,” Bill says, a “guard rail” came The door to the UFO was open and Bill says the VIPS went
into the craft and came out of the craft, and that each time
down and “this guy got on board with another gentleman
and walked through with a clipboard. Again all of us had to a VIP went in one of the ETs went along. Eventually the
VIPS returned, everyone got back on, and the bus left the
show our ID.
location.
“From that point we were driven on in and we
stopped at. . .a line shack out there. We got off the bus
No discussion
and the entourage was escorted” away. Surveying the
“We were not allowed to ever discuss the mission
scene, Bill saw “two Quonset huts, another building, and
with any of the participants,” Bill told Project Camelot.
a runway. We were inside a box canyon,” Bill told Project
“When the crew was around there was no conversation
Camelot. Then he saw it—“a UFO on the ground” about
about what was going on.”
100 yards away.
By contrast, when I asked Bill if, after watching the
astounding sight, the flight crew members spoke to each
ETs in silver flight suits
The crew of six was “held back” with the bus, Bill
(Click here to continue on page 27)
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other, he responded, “Of course!” What did you guys say to did not question Bill about this.
Bill told Camelot he was “excited, not shocked” at
each other? “’Just, my gosh! Look at this!’ You know, it
what he saw, and this reveals another feature of his charwas astounding, it was historical.”
acter. Bill Holden responds to every UFO experience with
I don’t expect Bill Holden to have total recall of
joy and gratitude, and he does not ask any questions about
events that happened decades ago. I don’t expect him to
tell his story in the same words each time, or with the same it, whether the experience is arranged by the US government or brought to him by the aliens. “I consider it a blessemphases. Nor does he have, habitually, a very precise
ing,” Bill says, “that I have had these opportunities. . .”
manner of speaking, and he often interjects speculation
into his testimony, (and listeners needs to make themselves
Another special misaware of the difference,
sion
because Bill doesn’t).
Some six months
When he tells
“You never asked questions.
later, in the Fall of
Camelot “we were not
You did your job.”
1966, the government
allowed to discuss. . .”
put together another
and when he tells me
—Bill Holden
UFO experience for Bill
“Of course! [we spoke
Holden. Again, Bill says
to each other],” I bring
he was “brought back
it up because readers
in and briefed by the same lieutenant colonel. And he said
may watch the Camelot interview and think they see a dissame drill, same scenario, sign the non-disclosure form. I
crepancy. I understand Bill to mean that ejaculations such
did.”
as “My gosh!” were exchanged between crew members,
Leaving Colorado, the aircraft flew to Andrews AF
but as for substantive discussion, there wasn’t any.
Base, “and this time,” Bill says, “I’m expecting to see the
same people again.” Instead, there was a “totally, totally
Did you talk to each other?
different crew.”
Not anything more than, what we had, other than, ‘Oh my
As for passengers, “There’s an Admiral. There’s a
gosh, this is great!’ What can you say? All you can say is
Captain, which is the equivalent of full colonel in the Air
you’re astounded as far as what you’re seeing and as far as
Force. This was basically an all-Navy group with, again,
the historical. As far as I’m concerned, what happened was
the crewmembers selected on this, as far as the two aircraft high ranking civilian engineers and scientists but none of
the same crew. Totally different.”
and the two missions, were a part of this team. I was the
The aircraft flew to Wright-Patterson. “Here again,”
only one. I had never flown with these guys before. I didn’t
Bill says, “they went to the blue hanger [speculation]. We
know them. Other than a first name. And they didn’t give
flew [back] to Colorado Springs [Peterson Field] and they,
me a rank or anything else as far as I was in my civilian
again, went up into Cheyenne Mountain [speculation].
clothes and doing my duty. These individuals I went on
From there we went to Los Angeles and took off the next
a first name basis, no rank. I didn’t even know their real
morning and we flew to Hawaii, landed at Hickam AF Base
name. I saw no manifest. I never saw the names of anyone
[Honolulu, at Pearl Harbor] and we were told, ‘Have the
that got on or got off.
airplane ready, we’re leaving at midnight.’
I’m not speaking about the VIPs, I’m speaking about the
“So we got everything ready, got some rest, back at
other military personnel.
the airplane, took off at midnight. We flew for somewhere
You’re talking about the crew members.
around 3 hours and 45 minutes, to maybe 4 hours.”
That’s right.
You never got into, just like when I was doing my CIA
missions in Vietnam, same thing. You went on a first name Circling Hawaii
Bill says, “We were flying in a C-118, or what is the
basis. No one knew your rank. You never asked questions
equivalent of a DC-6—a four-engine, propeller aircraft.
about who that person was. You did your job.
And we landed. And I said [to the air crew], ‘Guys, we’re
back in Hawaii.’ And they said, ‘What do you mean?’ and
Bill says the five air crew members were not from
I said, ‘There is nowhere out there that we can go fly for
Peterson Field, where Bill was stationed and, he says, he
3 hours, 45 minutes to 4 hours and land. OK? Physically
never saw them again. When he says (above) they “were
impossible in this airplane.’ I said, ‘Johnson Island is five
part of this team,” he is referring to his belief that the other
five often flew together and he was “the only one” who was and a half hours. Guam is much more. So, no, we’re back
a newcomer. Bill also mentions CIA missions in Vietnam; I
(Click here to continue on page 28)
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in Hawaii somewhere.’
Like the blacking out of the bus windows in New
Mexico, the C-118 flying in a circle back to Hawaii is evidently an effort by the government to deny knowledge of
the location of sensitive facilities to the parties involved in
these excursions. Bill’s act of reasoning out that the aircraft
had returned to Hawaii is one of the few examples, from his
interviews, of Bill exercising independent judgment in connection with the events considered here. It is one of the few
times he asked a question.
The aircraft lands back in Hawaii. “So, sure enough,”
Bill continued, “again (which I still do not understand) we
were all taken together. We had breakfast and then we went
out to the site that’s right by the ocean on the west side (because the sun was coming up behind us) and we’re looking
to the west. And it’s an observation deck and all of us are
standing there.”

Force had been given the information that extraterrestrials
are present on earth and people in the United States government fraternize with them.

The California drones
In 2007 several people in California posted on the net
photographs of an aerial object that doesn’t look like any
UFO ever reported and doesn’t look like anything else anyone says they had seen before. Because the object doesn’t
appear to have passenger-carrying capacity, it is assumed to
be remotely controlled and the photographed objects have
come to be called “the California drones.”
In the wake of these photo releases, someone calling themselves “Isaac” contacted Coast to Coast radio and
claimed the objects were alien-derived back engineered
technology being deployed by the US.
Isaac said he is a retired electronics engineer and
between 1984 and 1987 he said he worked for a DOD project called the Palo Alto Caret Laboratory. Isaac said Caret
Cavorting craft
worked on the very
It is seven in the
technology depicted in
morning. The aircrew
the photographs and that
and the VIPS are asThe
VIPs
went
into
the
craft
and
they
he recognized the writsembled and, Bill told
ing or symbols showing
Camelot, “This craft
came back out and each time a VIP
on the outside of the
comes out of the water,
went in an ET went with them.
photographed objects.
from our left to our
People in the
right, just goes shewww
UFO community are
[makes sound of fast
still working on this
movement], then stops
case. Some think it is a hoax and some think it is not. Isaac
in front of us.” It was a “double elliptical saucer-shaped
has written an essay and provided nine pages from a greater
craft, but at the mid-beam on this there’s a light going
back and forth, like this [indicates left/right, back and forth quantity of documents he says he smuggled out of Caret in
the 1980s, and all of that can be seen at www.isaaccaret.
movement] at the mid-beam on it.
“Now, it sits out there and then almost instantaneous- fortunecity.com.
ly disappears. So everybody’s excited about what they’re
seeing and everything. And about this time somebody yells, The emotional side
One thing Isaac brings up in his essay is how he felt
‘It’s back!’
on learning that extraterrestrials are present on earth and
“And it’s now a little bit closer, about a hundred
the US government is involved with them. He calls it “the
yards out, maybe 100, 200 feet off the water, and it then
emotional side of the experience.” He says he had worked
demonstrates, as far as going up and down, side to side,
for DOD before Caret and during that earlier time, he
cants left and right, and cants at an angle and goes right
writes, “I’d never heard so much as a peep about [UFOs].”
back into the water. Now, when he goes into the water, and
In other words, before Caret, Isaac was one of those people
when he came out of the water, there was no explosion or
who didn’t have a clue.
implosion [of the water] as it went back in.”
Accordingly, when he found out, he was extremely
Asked the size of the vehicle, Bill responded it was “a hunshocked. This is Isaac’s description of how he felt:
dred yards out [away from him, so] I’m gonna guess this
craft was. . .probably 50 to 60 feet overall length.”
. . .there’s almost no way to describe the impact this
Next day the aircraft flew the VIPS back to the
kind of revelation has on your mind. There are very
States, and that was it. Bill went back to his ordinary dufew moments in life in which your entire world view
ties. He asked no one in the military any questions and
is turned forever upside down, but this was one of
no one gave him any information as to why a 22-year old
sergeant whose job was to fly VIPS around for the Air
(Click here to continue on page 29)
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them. I still remember that turning point during the
briefing when I realized what he’d just told us, and
that I hadn’t heard him wrong, and that it wasn’t
some kind of joke.

ing to Bill, he wasn’t shocked at all. He was “excited, not
shocked,” Bill says.

A normal reaction
The reason I brought Isaac into this is to illustrate
In retrospect the whole thing feels like it was in slow what I take to be a normal psychological reaction of an
motion, from that slight pause he took just before the adult American on learning the revolutionary UFO truth,
and also to show that there can be consequences when this
term “extra-terrestrial” came out for the first time, to
reaction is left unattended. In Isaac’s case, the consequence
the way the room itself seemed to go off kilter as we
was Isaac smuggled a lot of classified documents out of
collectively tried to grasp what was being said.
Caret.
Note that his security clearance, whatever “non-disMy reflex kept jumping back and forth between tryclosure” papers he may have signed, and the fact that what
ing to look at the speaker, to understand him better,
he did was illegal, did not deter Isaac.
and looking at everyone else around me, to make
The government ignored Isaac’s psychological status.
sure I wasn’t the only one hearing this. At the risk of
They wanted his intellect. They treated him like he was
sounding melodramatic, it’s a lot like a child learna computer or a robot.
ing his parents are
They gave him informadivorcing. I never
tion that turned his world
experienced that
No one gave him any information as to why
upside down and left him
myself, but a close
a 22-year old sergeant whose job was to fly
alone to cope with it.
friend of mine did
VIPS around for the Air Force had been given
The result was
when were boys,
the information that extraterrestrials are
Isaac took the documents
and he confided in
out because he knew
me about what [it]
present on earth and people in the US govsome day he would refelt like. A lot of
ernment fraternize with them.
veal the information. At
what he said would
least, that’s what Isaac
aptly describe what
says.
I was feeling in
And
Isaac
reacted
this
way
even
though he had a
that room.
cushion. He had three subsequent years of daily interaction
in Project Caret with people among whom the shocking
Here was a trusted authority figure telling you
truth was acknowledged, and that definitely is a cushion.
something you just don’t feel ready for, and putting
Plus, Isaac had a reason the truth was revealed to him:
a burden on your mind you don’t necessarily want to
engineering research on alien technology. Isaac didn’t have
carry. The moment that first word comes out, all you
to ask, Why me?
can think about is what it was like only seconds ago,
By contrast, Bill Holden is shown more than Isaac
and knowing that life is never going to be as simple
was. Bill is shown aliens close enough to see they had thin
as it was then. Maybe one day I’ll write more on this
lips, followed by—nothing. Nothing and no reason. Plus
aspect, because it’s the kind of thing I really would
he is told to keep his mouth entirely shut about it. To me,
like to get off my chest.
that is a prescription for driving some men crazy.
Bill vs. Isaac
One difference between Isaac and Bill Holden is Bill Kevin’s handlers
As for security, and “cushioning,” let’s look at Kevin
Holden, in 1966, did know UFOs are real. He’d seen a
Marks—recall, he was given a lie detector test by a hybrid
UFO as a child in Georgia; he saw a UFO from an aircraft
at the CIA. Kevin was abducted that very night, by whom
in 1962; and he’d told President Kennedy that same year
we do not know.8 Let’s say it was the CIA. I mean, after
that he, Bill, didn’t see why humans would be the only
all, wouldn’t you if you were the CIA?
ones in the universe. The President, according to Bill, said
The CIA we’re assuming here is running a psychosomething like ‘You’ve got that right, Airman Holden.’
logical
experiment on Kevin to see what is the impact on
On the other hand, before 1966, Bill Holden did not
an abductee—a person whose subconscious does know
know about the UFO cover up. He did not know the US
the reality of ET, a person who has been in the presence
government is deeply involved with ETs, so there was still
plenty for Bill to have been shocked about. But, accord(Click here to continue on page 30)
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of aliens many times but whose conscious mind does not
alone with it and the only safeguard against breach of secuknow that—what happens when you put aliens in front of
rity was a piece of paper.
that person in their normal mental state?
Do we really think that’s what they did? Cut him
I figure the CIA picked Kevin up that night in order
adrift in the manner that Bill’s conscious recollection sugto ask him a bunch of questions about what he thought he
gests? Or do we think much more was going on behind the
had seen that day, and how he felt about it, and find out
scenes?
how it was playing out for Kevin against the background of
Not that the security procedures followed or not
his abduction experiences.
followed are the main point here. The main point is why
The CIA would have thoroughly explored the impact did the government show aliens to Bill Holden in the first
of the experiment on Kevin. Maybe the hybrid woman who place? Then, why was Bill never shocked by any of it and
gave Kevin the lie detector test was in the room when they
never curious or assertive enough to ask questions about it
questioned him. Maybe other aliens were there, along with
or even to wonder, possibly with some alarm, why me?
humans.
Our observations about security are only one more
After they asked Kevin a lot of questions, then they
item in the picture that doesn’t add up; and the only way
did something else as a security precaution. They installed
I know of to make it add up is to assume Bill Holden was
in Kevin an “aversion” to
part of an on-going
what had occurred at the
government psychoCIA.
logical experiment he
. . .there’s almost no way to describe the
Beginning the following
knew nothing, conimpact this kind of revelation has on your
day, Kevin began to feel
sciously, about.
mind. There are very few moments in life
revolted by what he had
in which your entire world view is forever
experienced and he also
An abduction in
turned
upside
down.
.
.in
retrospect
the
began to refuse to talk
Florida
whole thing feels like it was in slow moabout and refuse even to
Very good. Now
think about it. I assume
let’s look at the next
tion. . .
—Isaac
the aversion was installed
UFO-related event
to safeguard the security
that happened to Bill
of the government’s inHolden in the Air
formation Kevin now had. Inadvertently, this was a benefit Force. The event is shocking, although Bill, once again,
to Kevin and helped him cope.
was not shocked by any of it.
I acknowledge this is all inference on my part, but, hey,
The year is 1971 and Bill is stationed at Patrick Air
that’s why they pay me the big bucks here at JAR!
Force Base, Cocoa Beach, Florida.9 It was a Friday afternoon, and Bill decided to go fishing.
Ignoring psychological status
“And I’m—I always love to go down to the Indian
For security reasons, the people who run the UFO
River, and go fishing, and everything. So. . .I was going
coverup cannot afford to ignore the psychological status
down, and putting my gear out and everything. And threw
of anyone who is privy to the most important secret in the
my line out and just kind of stepped back. And I’d like
history of the United States. To ignore it generates bad
to preface this [by saying]”—and this is where Bill told
outcomes for the government, such as Isaac.
Project Camelot, “I don’t smoke. I don’t drink. Never done
To take Bill Holden’s story at face value is to assume drugs. And I’m the grandson of a Methodist preacher!
the government gave explosive secret information to a
“So I wasn’t having my beer, but I kind of leaned
(Click here to continue on page 31)
religious 22-year old sergeant and then left him completely
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back against the palm [tree] and the next thing I know, I’m
on a pedestal table. I’m inside a craft. I’m looking up at a
domed ceiling. I don’t see any light fixtures. And I have
three ETs to my left-hand side, two short, one taller. And
I’m guessing about five feet tall and maybe three and a half
to four feet tall. To my left.
“And the only marking in the room is up on the
ceiling is this brilliant, brilliant, bright blue placard with
three gold stars on it. OK? Now, conversation, as far as that
I’m going through is all telepathic and basically (this has
happened to me twice now): Tell them to stop destroying
Mother Earth. Tell them to learn to love one another.”
Were you afraid? Asks Kerry Cassidy of Camelot.
“Surprisingly not. Surprisingly not,” said Bill.
It is surprising, though, that when Bill Holden was
returned from this experience he called the commanding
officer at Patrick AF Base and told him he had been abducted by aliens.

It occurred to me here that some of the officers at
Patrick AF base in Florida were perhaps the same people
who had sent Bill on the missions in 1966, and if they were,
that would make Bill reporting the abduction more understandable. But no, Bill said they were none of the same
people, not the officers and not the men.
[Incredulous] You weren’t thinking, Maybe I better keep this
information to myself?
No m’am.
Well for God’s sake, what did your commanding officer say
when you told him you’d been abducted by aliens?
He said, very succinctly, as far as that if I didn’t know
you any better Sgt. Holden I’d say you’d been smoking or
drinking.

A debriefing
And the next
morning Bill Holden
Telling the CO
was debriefed by three
“Just to put your mind at rest, Sgt.
When Bill Holden
friendly plainclothes
told me this, in one of
Holden,” said the military
investigators. They
our interviews, I was
interrogator,
“you
were
not
the
only
questioned him for
dumbfounded. Abductabout two hours and at
ees in civilian life do not
one abducted from this air base
the end of the interrogareport abduction experiyesterday.”
tion, according to Bill,
ences to the authorities,
the head investigator
and the idea a military
told Bill this: “Just to
man would do so is
put your mind at rest, Sgt. Holden, you were not the only
beyond my comprehension.
one. There were 17 others on the base, military and civilian,
who had the same experience yesterday with one or more
You had no qualms about reporting the abduction to your
of the ETs.”
CO?
On hearing this, I was barely able to speak. All I
None whatsoever.
could manage was to stammer out, Wa-wa-why do you think
Haven’t you heard those stories about military guys who
they told you that? Bill responded he thought they told
say they saw something and their commanding officer will
him that because of “how I felt about it. Excited. I didn’t
say, ‘You didn’t see anything and if you keep on saying you
have a fear and I was very excited about the experience.”
did we have a place to put nut cases like you’?
Sure. That’s about cover up. That’s what I ran into in GerDid they tell you how they knew 17 other men were abductmany with the Canadian flyer.
ed? We know how they found out you were abducted—You
He is referring to an incident in 1962 when Bill and a were kind enough to call and tell them. But did they say
how they knew the others had been abducted?
Canadian air force officer were joy riding in a jet and they
No, they didn’t, but the military side would probably [have
saw a UFO. The Canadian begged Holden not to speak
been] the same way I did, which is we were supposed to let
about it.
our commanders know about the experience, and the rest of
them would have called in to the police or sheriff.
Right. You have experienced when they don’t want you to
The civilians?
talk. So why didn’t you decide it would be the better part
Right.
of valor not to report the abduction to your CO, because
presumably no one on base would have any reason to know Why do you think that? Lots of people who have unusual
experiences don’t tell anybody. They are concerned about
about it.
Absolutely not! No, I did the right thing.
(Click here to continue on page 32)
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being thought crazy.
I think that’s an assumption [on your part]. I don’t think human nature is such that, one, if they feel they were abducted
the very first thing they would do is go to the police. That’d
be a normal move.
Even if they thought they were abducted by non-humans?
Even so.
What do you base that on, Bill, that it would be “normal”?
That’s just my personal opinion!
So, in other words, it has now been disclosed to Airman Bill Holden, a sergeant whose job in the US Air Force
is to see to the provisioning with food, water and other
essentials the cabins of aircraft used to fly dignitaries from
place to place and to dispense these provisions on board
when the aircraft is aloft, that: extraterrestrials are real, they
are on earth, US government personnel fraternize with the
extraterrestrials, the extraterrestrials abduct human beings,
including members of the armed forces, and the US Air
Force is aware of these abductions and is not upset about it.
Indeed, in the words of one of the interrogators of

military side, these things are happening to Bill. And we
need to pause for a moment and look at that.
According to Bill Holden, the one and only time he
was abducted was in 1971 at Patrick AF base in Florida.
Many abduction investigators would tell you there is no
such thing as one abduction in adult life, and that the unvarying pattern found by investigators is a lifelong series
of events. Bill Holden saw UFOs as a child. He has an
implant, evidently, and he showed its outline on camera
during his Camelot interview:
“I found an implant in my left arm [shows inside of
left elbow] about right here,” Bill said. “It’s about not quite
an inch long and about 3/8 of an inch wide. You see where
I’m pushing it up?”
As Bill squeezed the soft tissue of his arm, the
outline of an object beneath the skin could be seen. Bill
said he never had the object removed because “I consider
it a blessing. . .[the implant shows] they felt it important
enough that this device is following me, OK? So maybe. . .I
may have another encounter.”
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Bill Holden, knowing this would “put [his] mind at rest.”
Specifically, knowing that “yesterday” 17 others had been
abducted by extraterrestrials from Patrick Air Force base
would put Bill Holden’s mind “at rest.” Apparently the interrogators’ minds were at rest; they were friendly, relaxed.
“Reassuring” Bill
I have to say, some people would not be reassured
by what Bill Holden was told. The supposedly comforting
implication is, ‘You’re not the only one.’ That’s reassuring?
If you broke your leg and were told 17 others also broke
their legs, would you be reassured?
Some people, not Bill Holden, but some people
would be dismayed to learn extraterrestrials can tear
through a United States Air Force installation and pick
people up right and left. And some people would expect
the Air Force to be extremely upset by such an occurrence.
Some people, but not Bill Holden, because Bill
Holden is an abductee. And that is the starting point of all
this, isn’t it? It is because he is an abductee that, on the

Why doesn’t he think of it?
Bill thinks he “may have another encounter,” but he
does not think of himself as an abductee. Despite Bill’s
now many years in the UFO community, reading, conversing, giving lectures, the idea-that-is-everywhere—that those
who are abducted have a lifelong history often buried and
outside their awareness—has not occurred to Bill Holden.
From our interview:
Bill, it seems to me you’re an abductee and—
Willingly.
Yes, and I wondered when you became aware of that?
Immediately.
Immediately?
As soon as it was over. I knew what had happened.
Is it your understanding that is the only time you have been
abducted in your life?
Uh, to the best of my knowledge, yes.
I see! When it happened, in 1971, in Florida, you reported
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in my duty capacity had a Top Hat or that high a clearance.
I was the only one. That’s the only reason I was selected.
The six crew members from the aircraft were taken and
shown the aliens. And they were just, I’ll say “just” crew
members. They “just” flew the plane, and yet they were
shown this—
My meaning, in asking “when he became aware”
Right, but these crew members were not “our” crew. They
was when he became aware of a lifelong history of abduction. But Bill has no such awareness. As for “Tell me about were not from my base. I had never met them before. I was
the only one picked from the base as far as to go on this
that, for God’s sake!” I am full of astonishment and Bill is
mission.
matter-of-fact—“I just did” tell you about that. I told you I
So the question comes, then, how were these six people—
called my commanding officer and informed him I’d been
How and why? Why? Why were they picked?
abducted by aliens. Just as flat and bland as you please.
You’re asking the wrong guy. I had no part in the crew
selection.
Because of his clearance?
Why did the Air Force pick you and the other flight My hypothesis would be—
I don’t get into hypothesis! I only go on fact. I only go on
crew to show you aliens? That was my question when I
what physically happened.
first telephoned Bill. From our interview:
Right.
See, that’s what’s wrong with the UFO and ET researchWait a minute! The reason was, is, because of my clearers out there. Too many people get into hypothesis as far
ance, ok? It was because I had had a Presidential Top Hat
as they “guess” what happened. I don’t guess. I only go on
security clearance. . .
facts. Here’s what hapBill, you know a lot
pened, here’s when it
more about this than
The
government
ignored
Isaac’s
psyhappened, here’s where
I do, but that doesn’t
it happened.
explain why they
chological status. They treated him like
When Bill says,
picked you to see it.
a computer. They gave him information
above,
“They didn’t
And brought you to this
that turned his world upside down and
know that,” it sounds
place in the blacked out
left him alone to cope with it. . .that’s a
like he is conceding an
bus—
prescription for driving some men crazy.
abduction history. He
The one was the—
isn’t. He is referring to
Right. So the only reathe 1962 incident when
son it could have been
he was flying with a Canadian AF man and they saw a
was to observe you and your responses to what you were
UFO. Bill never shared that information with his superiors
shown, and the reason, I assume, that you were picked—
in the US Air Force.
Why would they want to know your reaction as opposed to
any other person’s reactions?—because you already had
Sometimes Bill questions
a history with this phenomena, that is, a history of being
In Bill’s Camelot interview, he does consider the idea
abducted.
the government was testing his reactions in 1966, and in
They didn’t know that. They didn’t know that.
1973 when they sent him on a trip to Peru to view what Bill
Well, it’s not clear to me they didn’t know it.
believes is the remains of ancient alien visitations.
It’s absolutely clear.
Do you feel you were test subjects? Kerry Cassidy
I think it goes deeper than what you’re suggesting at this
asked Bill. He replied, “You know what I think? I think
moment.
Why are you reading something into it that it’s not? Cause I I can look back on that now, and the bases (because I’ve
always been trying to figure out why were we taken along
never, I never, in other words, no one as far as the military,
on both instances), and I think what it was—Is the pubmy commanders, or the organization I met with, that selected me to be on this crew at the time of the two incidents lic ready to know about UFO and ET phenomena? They
wanted to see how we reacted.”
in 1966—
When I spoke to him, Bill was obviously in a difYes?
ferent mood. And he tells me, adamantly, it all happened
OK?
because he had a security clearance. Getting as angry as he
Yes?
That the only reason is that no one else in my organization
(Click here to continue on page 34)
it to your commanding officer?
Yes I did.
Well tell me about that, for God’s sake!
I just did.
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got made me made me feel I was encroaching on territory
Bill does not want to examine. Why? Because he had been
told not to examine it?
Laurance Rockefeller
There is one more chapter in the Bill Holden story.
In 1995 Bill was invited to a gathering sponsored by Laurance Rockefeller and asked to tell about his UFO experiences in the military.
Bill Holden got out of the military in 1977. His 20year signed confidentiality agreement expired in 1986, but
he said nothing about the experiences until 1995, 30 years
later. And the only reason, according to Bill, that he did
begin speaking about the experiences was because he was
invited by Rockefeller to do so.
According to Bill, at no time during the 30 years
did he speak to anyone about what he had seen in 1966 in
Hawaii and at White Sands, or about the events of 1971
in Florida. He did not speak privately about it; he did not
write emails about it; he did not talk on the telephone about
it, and he did not give any public speeches about it. That’s
what Bill says.
The Alisal Ranch
If that is the case, how did Laurance Rockefeller and
his staff know about Bill Holden? How did they know who
he was and that he had a story to tell? How did they even
find him, 18 years after Bill had left the Air Force? Bill
says he was self-employed, “in real estate,” at that time.
Out of the blue, Bill receives the call from Rockefeller’s office. “I was called to that confidential hearing
up at Alisal Guest Ranch, and that was a top secret private
meeting put on by the Rockefeller Institute and I was flown
up under a different name and everything.”
When I heard this, I practically hurt myself blurting

out my next question:
Bill, did you ask the Rockefeller people why—how did
they—?
I have no clue. No clue.
Did you ask, Why me?
No. I just have no clue how I was selected or anything.
Why didn’t you ask?
Don’t know. I was just glad to be there.
In 1995 Bill Holden is a mature man of 51. He is no
longer in the military and required to blindly follow orders.
Indeed, he has been out of the military for 18 years. Yet he
fails to ask Rockefeller’s staff the blatantly obvious questions: Who gave you my name? How do you know I have a
story to tell? How did you find me?
Surely this requires more explanation than that Bill’s
character had not changed since he was 22 years old, that
he is still obedient, loyal, trusting, cooperative, and passive.
Trusting? Of whom? Rockefeller? It baffles me he does not
ask questions about his own life and who has been pulling
strings behind the scenes all these years.
Why doesn’t he? Is it because he has been told by
someone never to ask these questions, never to look below
the surface? I think so.
No clue at all
The Alisal Guest Ranch is a luxury resort in Santa
Barbara county, California. Bill said Bob Dean was at
Alisal, so I called Dean last November. He confirmed Bill
attended and said it was not he (Dean) who suggested Bill
Holden’s name. Dean said he, too, had no clue how Rockefeller knew about Bill Holden. We discussed the Alisal
meeting:
(Click here to continue on page 35)

There is a vacancy on JAR’s Board of Editors
We are looking for an individual who is:
A writer/editor, familiar with abduction-encounter literature, responsive, cooperative, willing to work on the magazine.

OR

Capable & willing to assist in design/maintain a website
for the magazine. These are volunteer positions.
Interested parties please contact:
Elaine Douglass edouglass@preciscom.net
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Acquiescent to abductions
Alisal is not the Rockefeller meeting people in the UFO
It is not necessary, I think, to reiterate that what the
community know about. The meeting people know about is
government did with Bill Holden, in 1966 and later, was
the 1993 meeting at the JY ranch.
purposeful. Not by accident, the US government revealed
Yes. Bootsy Galbraith was there, at Alisal. Sandra Bowen
to Bill Holden the most important national security inforwas there, and Rockefeller’s chief of staff, a guy named
mation the government has.
Alexander. I also remember the Soviet deputy minister of
Among these items of information, what was rethe interior. That was impressive. He came with six bodyvealed in 1971 is the most telling: with the casual comguards.
ment, “Just to put your mind at rest, Airman Holden. . . ,”
Was Tim Good there?
the interrogators informed Bill the United States is acquiesNo.
cent to the abductions.
Wendelle Stevens?
Doesn’t this suggest the government felt entirely
I believe Wendelle was there. The Soviet, I was surprised
confident the information was safe with Bill Holden? And
they let him have a visa to come to a meeting like that. It
that suggests the government had control of Bill Holden,
was a lot of money and Rockefeller paid for it.
Do you remember what it was in Bill Holden’s background even though we do not see the controls, and Bill did not see
the controls.
they wanted him to discuss?
Bill worked on Air Force One, and he tells a story that the
What kind of controls?
president, and I don’t remember which president—
The nature of these controls we can only dimly perJFK.
ceive. I have called it “activity behind the scenes.” I have
Was it JFK? Bill also went along on a trip at an airstrip at
called it “experiments,”
some air base where
“a program of mind
apparently there were
control,” “protocols,”
aliens present.
Why was Bill never shocked by any
“tests,” “elaborate psyHow did the Rockefellof it and never curious, or assertive
chological programs.” I
er people know who
enough to ask questions about it, or
don’t know what to call
Bill Holden was?
even to wonder, possibly with some
it!
Elaine, Rockefeller had
The informaconnections in governalarm, why me?
tion was safe with Bill
ment all over the place.
Holden because Bill
His money opened
Holden was not free. He
doors for him and he
had inside connections. Laurance had professional military may be free today, but he was not then. He was not free to
active duty people who were providing him information. So think, not free to question, not free to reason. I have often
noted this impact upon abductees subjected to the psychothe information about Holden came from probably repulogical conditioning the aliens inflict on the abductees.11
table sources.
The case of Bill Holden suggests the US government has
Well, I didn’t think they were disreputable, but they came
learned how to achieve, apparently, the same result. From
from somewhere, and it wasn’t Holden.
my interview with Bill:
John Peterson created and owns the Arlington Institute in
Washington, DC—a think tank that trains admirals and genOn the way back, on any of these trips, did anyone say,
erals. He was inside. He was part of the inside connection
10
Why were we shown this?
for a long time. He knows the truth.
No, we never discussed anything. . .
What made you bring up John Peterson?
You must have asked yourself, in your own thoughts, asked
You asked where information was coming from and who
yourself, Why was I shown this?
was doing the talking. I miss Rockefeller.
No, I’ve never questioned that. You’re in the military, you
So obviously—and it is “obvious” isn’t it?—that Bill do your job.
Do you ask yourself today, Why was I shown this back in
Holden and the protocols used with him had a celebrity of
which Bill was completely unaware, because decades later 1966?
No, I don’t worry about that stuff.
somebody remembered and informed Rockefeller about
Bill Holden. Obviously, they told Rockefeller “This man
Like Kevin Marks, Bill does not think about it. Of
has conscious recollections with this content. You should
invite him.”
(Click here to continue on page 36)
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course, as we have seen, Bill does sometimes think, Why
me? And so these prohibitions and inhibitions probably
wear off over time unless they are reinforced. Both men
eventually outed their information, but not for a long time.
And Bill was still telling me, last winter, that the reason
the government showed him aliens was because he had a
security clearance.
Embedded information
Examine closely the following exchange, referring to
1971:

his childlike acceptance, his omission of the question, Why
me?—in my judgment, these behaviors are not spontaneous; they are controlled.
The ability of abductees who have been taken by
aliens to sweep things under the rug and not question what
should be questioned, is legendary. It seems the US government has learned how to achieve the same result. Like
the aliens, the government has learned how to take a man’s
freedom away in such a manner he doesn’t even notice it.

Abductees in the military
I wonder if all the abductees who end up in the
military are secretly studied and experimented on by the
US government. Reportedly, the cover up is so interested
Did [the interrogators] say how they knew the others had
in the abductees they are picking abductees up and carrying
been abducted?
No, they didn’t, but the military side would probably [have them off, like the aliens do. According to Melinda Lesbeen] the same way I did, which is we were supposed to let lie, the government is using a second modality for finding
our commanders know about the experience, and the rest of out about abductees: undercover people are sent in who
ingratiate themselves with abductees and pose as friends or
them would have called in to the police or sheriff.
lovers. For an account
of this very kind of
Look at Bill’s
event, see Diary of an
words in green; extract
With a casual comment, “Just to put
Abduction, by Angela
them from the sentence
your mind at rest, Airman Holden. . . ,”
Thompson Smith.
in which they are emthe
interrogators
informed
Bill
the
With this much
bedded. He is telling us
interest,
it seems
United
States
is
acquiescent
to
the
what one of his orders
doubtful
the cover
was. Bill is telling us
abductions.
up could keep their
that when he called his
hands off abductees in
CO to report the abducthe military, a caption, he was acting on
tive population required to follow orders. Could it be Bill
post-hypnotic command given him by a government psychiatrist: “You must report to us any time you have contact Holden’s real job during his 15 years in the Air Force was
to be studied, tested and experimented upon, and his job as
with them.” Of course, I can’t be sure of this, but that is
“Steward and Loadmaster” was just something to keep him
how it appears to me.
busy?
So Bill’s rubric, ‘I was in the military; I did what I
Bill Holden is very proud of his security clearances,
was told,’ is only superficially logical. It is the rationalizaand
I
thank
and commend him for his military service to
tion behind which is concealed the multitude of times Bill
Holden acted in ways a free man would not have acted. His our nation. But has Bill Holden or anyone else stopped to
think that the government could not, would not, provide
lack of curiosity, his naïve trust, his lack of apprehension,
valid security clearances to abductees? That is because of
implants, listening devices and control devices the aliens
Elaine Douglass is a board member of JAR and has been
put into the bodies of abductees, such as Bill Holden. As
a UFO researcher since 1985.
the aliens have proudly told some abductees, “We see
She is MUFON State Director
through your eyes, we hear through your ears.”
for Utah and was State Director
for Washington, DC for many
years. In the 1990s she was an
organizer for Operation Right to
Know (ORTK), an organization
which sponsored public protests
against UFO secrecy. She holds
a master’s degree from MIT in
military policy.

Security clearance?
Implants neutralize government security, with respect
to the aliens, and more than that. They potentially compromise the reliability and loyalty of abductees in government
service. With implants the aliens are able to control the
behavior of abductees. With implants, abductees wake up
in the middle of the night, get in their cars in their pajamas,
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Today a significant literature on US government
and drive somewhere without knowing why or where they “mind control” programs and MILABS is emerging which
are going. With implants, abductees are caused to marry
suggests secret US mind control programs, in my view
and divorce and fall obsessively in love. With implants,
probably inspired by alien abductions, may have moved
abductees find their children missing and they continue on well beyond some presumed initial concern with “security.”
as though nothing were amiss.
A large topic, that, and our topic here is Bill Holden.
Anyone who doubts implants can compromise the
If implants can compromise the behavior of abductees, then
behavior of abductees in government service should read
why did the Air Force put Bill Holden on the same aircraft
Unbroken Promises, by Vance Davis, which recounts the
with John F. Kennedy in 1962?
tale of the “Gulf Breeze 6.”
Either the Air Force did not yet know of Holden’s
In 1990 six US Army Intelligence Specialists desert- involvement with aliens, or else the program of experimened their posts at an Army facility in Germany and returned tation the Air Force and the coverup were running on Bill
to the US in anticipation of “Armageddon.” The six, inHolden left them confident they had control of him.
cluding Davis, were abductees who for a long period prior
The Kennedy question is no different from the questo the desertion had been subjected to intense psychological tion of why did the government disclose deep secrets of the
manipulation by unknown forces, presumably aliens.
UFO coverup to Bill Holden? They were confident they had
Years ago a woman in Maryland told me that in
control over him.
1953 a friend in the Army told her military personnel were
After the Gulf Breeze 6 ran amuck by deserting their
being “kidnapped” by aliens. I mention this just to put a
top secret intelligence jobs in Europe, the Army offered
date on the matter. What that date means to me is the US
them all Honorable Discharges, or—let this sink in—they
government became aware of alien abductions well before could be re-instated in their former intelligence positions in
the UFO community did, and early on the US must have
Germany. In other words, they could re-instated, or instatlooked for ways to screen for and discover abductees in all ed, into whatever those programs I can’t find words for that
the agencies where secrecy matters, including the military
the government is running with the abductees.
and intelligence agencies and beyond.
It is all very disturbing, isn’t it?

A great story from Bill Holden!
There are days when Bill Holden doesn’t take any s---! And this day, in 1997, was one
of them. In her interview, Kerry Cassidy of Project Camelot asked Bill, “Have you had any kind of
threats since you’ve been speaking publicly?” Bill’s answer:
One time only. I had come back from my, uh, talk in San Diego and this was in 1996. [No,] it had to be ‘97
because I’m living in Victorville. And, uh, this black Ford pulls up in front. This guy about six feet two, all
black, gets out of the car, comes up to the door, and I open the door and he says, “Mr. Holden?” and I said,
“Yes.”
And he said, “I highly suggest and recommend
that you change your public speaking subject.”

“You have about three seconds to
get to your car,” Bill told him.

I said, “Do you have a warrant for my arrest, or a
presidential order, or something telling me that I
can’t speak publicly any more?”
“No,” he said.
I said, “Sir, then I suggest you go back to your car and tell whoever told you to come here to stay out of
my business unless they’ve changed the Constitution where it says I have the freedom of speech and the
liberty and the right to go where I wanna go, and do what I wanna do. OK?”
And he took a step toward me, and at that time I pulled out something from behind my back and I said,
“You have about three seconds to get to your car, and I’m serious.” So he turned around and I’ve never
heard anything since.
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FOOTNOTES
1
See JAR 2, “The breaking of Jim Sparks,” by Elaine Douglass.
2
See www.binnallofamerica.com/boaa1.21.6.html
3
See Katharina Wilson, The Alien Jigsaw Researcher’s Supplement, 1993.
4
See JAR 2, “Scavengers of passion,” by Eve Lorgen.
5
In 1973 the Air Force sent Bill Holden on a trip to Peru where he viewed what Bill believes were the remains of ancient alien visitations. I did not look into this incident with Bill because I felt I would never be able to get to the bottom of it. See Bill’s interview on
www.projectcamelot.org.
6
Established 1943, Peterson Field, now Peterson AF Base, is located in Colorado Springs, Colo. The facility is home to the North
American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) and it supports the US Air Force Academy. In 1982 control of the facility was
given to the US Air Force Space Command.
7
Ufologist, optical physicist Bruce Maccabee told me at 100 yards looking through binoculars one would be able to discern facial
characteristics.
8
See JAR 3 and JAR 4, “Don’t apply for a job at the CIA—You might be interviewed by an alien,” by Elaine Douglass
9
Est. 1950, Patrick AF Base is located in Cocoa Beach, Florida. Originally named the AF Missile Test Center, it supported missile and
space programs in the 1960s. In 1990, control of the facility was transferred to the AF Space Command, which manages all unmanned
launches from the nearby Cape Canaveral AF Station.
10
For additional information on John Peterson, see JAR 4, as in footnote 8 above.
11
Same as footnote 1, above.
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Correction of error from JAR 3 and JAR 4
From the JAR 3 and JAR 4 article, “Don’t apply for a job at the CIA. . . ,” by Elaine
Douglass, a footnote to the article indicates Shoney’s Motel was “probably located at the
5000 block of Springvalley Road” in Tyson’s Corner, Va.
It has now been determined that the correct location of the motel was 1587 Spring
Hill Road in Tyson’s Corner. This corrected information is according to an old telephone
book consulted by the Fairfax County Library.
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